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Vague regulation comes under fire
^■Students question disorderly conduct policy.
PHILLIP CASTON

editor in chief
In two separate cases last week,
the University's disorderly conduct
regulation has come under scrutiny
by students who stated that they
should not have received the charge
of disorderly conduct from the
University judicial system.
On Friday March 17, senior
James Williams sent an email to
Vice President of Student Affairs
Almeda Jacks voicing his disapproval of the time and notification
of an open forum concerning parking situations on campus that was
held on Wednesday, March 15. Jacks
forwarded the email to Joy Smith,
dean of student life. Shortly afterwards, Williams was charged with
disorderly conduct by the
University judicial system.
Willliams' entire email reads as
follows:
"How can the VP for student
affairs only give 20 hours notice for
a forum?
Twenty hours advance is not
enough to plan to attend this open
forum. I am busier than that, and I
am just a lowly student. I know a rat
when I smell one.

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

MAIL DISORDER: A University student was charged with disorderly conduct after composing and sending a
letter to Vice President of Student Affairs Almeda Jacks.
And why would you plan the
meeting to coincide with the two
time slots where 90 percent of the
student body have classes?
Obviously this is just a POLITICAL THING so you can say 'well, we
held a forum, but no one came.'

You suck."
"I think that remark hit too close
to home for her," said Williams. "My
response [to the parking forum] was
exactly how I felt."
Jacks, who had notified students
the prior day about the open forum,

had explained during the event that
it was not originally planned to be
an open forum, but that she had
changed it to such due to a request
from University President James
Barker on Monday, March 13. The
meeting had originally been a task

Wal-Mart is not all
about smiling faces

[AIR WAVE]

► The thought of increased
traffic worries community
SANDI OWENS

interim senior staff writer

DAN GONZALEZ/pholo editc

LISTEN TO THIS: The old hobby of tinkering with radios in the Amateur Radio Club remains popular
with students after over half a century at Clemson.

PICKING UP THE SIGNAL
Amateur Radio Club is full ojHAMs

ROB BARNETT

managing editor
Some people play golf; some
people collect Barbie dolls,
and some people operate
HAM radios. Hobbies are as
unique as the individuals who
participate in them. Amateur
radio, sometimes referred to as
HAM radio by enthusiasts, is a
popular form of recreation for a
number of engineering students.
Although more of a technical
hobby amateur radio enthusiasts
have managed to congregate
together in one of the campus'
most vibrant student lead organizations. Known as the Clemson
University Amateur Radio Club,
the club has operated on campus
for over a half-century and has
served students as both a techni-

force compiled of the parking advisory board and the parking staff.
Williams signed an administrative contract on Thursday, March
29, in which he admitted to being
guilty of disorderly conduct and
agreed to send Jacks a letter of apology. He stated that Alesia Smith,
director of judicial services, had
warned him of what the consequences could be if he did not agree
to write a letter of apology.
"She said I had to write a letter of
apology or proceed with judicial
procedure," said Williams. "She
explained that the judicial procedure would continue and it could
lead to me being expelled from
school."
Jacks stated that she was
unaware that Williams had been
charged with disorderly conduct
until after she had received the letter of apology.
"I wrote this student back and
told him that I'm proud of our students ... and every once in awhile we
have a handful of students who
make an error in judgment," Jacks
said. "I really thought that this day
was a bad day for him and that I
know he probably would not use
that language had it been a good
day."
SEE POLICY, PAGE 11

many different types of users,"
cal and social outlet.
Students are attracted to ama- said Jeremy Rudbeck, the club's
teur radio for a variety of reasons, president.
Chris Foster, a junior majoring
but a majority of CUARC's participants are students from the com- in electrical engineering added,
puter and electrical engineering "One of the things I like as a techdepartments. One of the hobby's nical radio person is that you can
main draws, especially among see a correlation between what
the engineering crowd, is that it you do in class and what you are
teaches students about radio doing in the club."
William Rostron, a junior in
communications in a fun and
practical way. Also, amateur radio computer engineering, described
users can communicate with peo- his participation in CUARC as
ple all over the world, which is exciting and educational. He felt
that participation in CUARC
often a thrill.
"People join for different rea- allowed him to use radio equipsons. It is comparable to working ment that he could never personon you car. Amateur radio is like ally afford.
"You get to learn how many of
that for communications. It is all
over the place—it's international. the technical aspects of commuIt is not as academic as the engi- nications actually work. But it is
neering curriculum, so you find

As the "one stop supercenter,"
Wal-Mart is considered by many
people to be a supercenter that
serves the needs of everyone while
also providing a friendly, customer
service-related atmosphere. It is a
favorite among college students for
buying groceries, school supplies,
toiletries, necessities for residence
halls and apartments, film development, and a variety of other
things that they need to get at any
time of the day or night.

Wal-Mart is proposing to build
a superstore in the community of
Clemson off of Highway 123 on
the Issaqueena Trail on 35 acres of
land. Plans for building the WalMart are creating mixed feelings
and opinions for the residents of
Clemson.
According to Wal-Mart's
lawyer, Chris Olsen, "Based on a
poll that we conducted, only 16
percent of the residents in
Clemson are against building a
Wal-Mart."
There are various reasons for
opposing the building of a WalMart. One concern is that the
SEE MART, PAGE 7
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Students are concerned about gas prices
Clemson to Inaugurate
14th President
The University celebrated its
past and future during this
week's special ceremonies culminating with the inauguration
of James F. Barker as the
University's 14th president
today.
Barker, a native of
Kingsport, Tenn., was named
president in October. He earned
his bachelor of architecture
degree from Clemson in 1970
and his masters of architecture
and urban design from
Washington University in St.
Louis. Before returning to
Clemson in 1986 to serve as
dean of the College of
Architecture, he was dean of
the School of Architecture at
Mississippi State University.
Barker's inauguration date
coincides with Clemson's
Founder's Day celebration,
which commemorates Thomas
Green Clemson's decision to
bequeath his land and assets
for the purpose of creating a
new college.
The official inauguration ceremony for Barker will be held
today, April 7, at 2:30 p.m. in
the Outdoor Theater. It will
begin with an academic procession of faculty and staff followed by representatives of
other academic institutions and
societies, various University
constituent groups and
Clemson classes from 1927 to
1999.

Parking Forum to be
Held at Hendrix Center
A town hall meeting to discuss parking on campus will be
held on Tuesday, April 11, in
the Hendrix Student Center
ballroom from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
All students are encouraged to
attend to voice their views
regarding parking on campus.
This event is sponsored by the
office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs Almeda Jacks.

Multicultural Affairs
Office Named for Gantt
The multicultural affairs
suite in the University's new
Hendrix Student Center has
been named for Harvey and
Lucinda Gantt, who were among
Clemson's first AfricanAmerican students.
Harvey Gantt's enrollment in
January 1963 officially ended
segregation at Clemson. His
future wife, Lucinda Brawley,
enrolled for the fall semester
that year.
"When Lucinda and I were
walking across campus back in
1963 and ~64, we would have
never imagined that in the year
2000 our names would be part
of a beautiful new structure
such as this," said Gantt during
a reception at the Hendrix
Center. "We are deeply honored
and moved by this."
The Gantts are prominent
residents of Charlotte, N.C.,
where he served two terms as
mayor. He is a partner in the
architectural and city planning
firm of Gantt/Huberman
Architects and has been active
in numerous civic, professional,
cultural and educational organi-.
zations, including Clemson.

Clemson's Outdoor Lab
Dedicates New Facility
The Outdoor Lab at the
University dedicated a new facility in the memory of Michael
Kisker, a former camper and
staff member who was killed in
a motorcycle wreck in 1996.
The building, which was built
with a $100,000 gift from the
Sertoma Clubs of South
Carolina, will serve as a camper
residence unit for Camp
Sertoma this summer and as a
conference center during the
rest of the year.

► High gas prices sweeping
the nation have led to talk of
agas-out this weekend.

culties.
Some in Congress blame OPEC,
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, because it cut
oil
production last March when
KATRINA A. JACKSON
crude prices were very low. Others
staff writer
want to blame the government
With gasoline prices averaging because they believe the United
$1.50 across the United States, some States should start tapping into its
Clemson students who hope to own oil reserves to decrease our
make a difference, plan to partici- dependence on foreign oil.
pate in the national boycott of gasoNot knowing where to place the
line companies scheduled for April blame does not seem to be the most
7-9:
important thing to drivers. Recent
"Gas-Out" day was designed as USA Today/CNN Gallup 'polls
an economic strategy to force gas reveal that prices in gas have risen
prices down. By not buying gas on so high that 40 percent of all
the designated days, organizations Americans say they are suffering a
like Citizens Against High Gas "financial hardship," hardships to
Prices believe that Americans can which college students say they are
take action against a problem that in constant subjection.
seems to be out of their control.
"I definitely notice the difference
"Our organization has three now when I buy gas," said education
goals, to fight for lower gas prices for major Kristen Wood, who has had to
millions of- automobile drivers, to re-budget. "Normally I would spend
organize local chapters in every city $10 on a full tank of gas, now I spend
in America and in foreign countries, close to $15.1 am definitely going to
and to persuade oil companies to participate in the gas-boycott ... I'll
give back to the consumer by grant- fill up before the weekend."
ing senior citizens and disabled driMarketing major Samantha
vers with a special 10 percent dis- Mercer said that she supports the
count at the pump," said Lowe boycott because boycotts in the past
Barry, chairman of CAHGP.
have worked.
CAHGP member S. D. Angle has
"If everyone stops buying gas,
mixed feeling about the boycott.
then how are the companies going
Angle said he will not partici- to make money? I think the boycott
pate in the boycott because the boy- will send a message to the compacott is not attacking the root of the nies ... the same message that was
problem—the long-term effects of sent by the bus boycotts during the
cheap oil and the foreign oil compa- Civil Rights Movement."
nies.
Although students seem sure
"The energy situation will be that the boycott will work, gas comprobably the most important ques- panies and local gasoline service
tion we will all face in the future. We stations are not so convinced that
will not run out of oil tomorrow or "Gas-Out" day will make any signifnext year, [but] how we all react to icant difference.
this challenge will determine the,
Lee Turner, who is the manager
lives of us all," said Angle. "My con- at Tiger Paw Amoco said, "We
cern is for my children and the lives haven't even heard anything about
of other young people. We can have it. I think if everyone would stop
maybe a few more days of 'cheap' buying for one day it would help,
gasoline, but I think it is more but people are just going to fill up
important that every citizen knows the day before. [So,] they'll be spendthe truth and true cost of 'cheap' ing on Thursday, and again on
gasoline so we are able to make an Monday instead of those two days."
intelligent decision for ourselves."
Likewise Sav-A-Ton Inc gas staWhile both Barry and Angle are tion worker Drew Sims said, "It will
convinced that citizens should take help if people know about it, but I
some initiative to bring gas prices don't think it will have that much of
down, not knowing who to fight or an effect. It's only for a couple of
who is to blame brings added diffi- days and people have to buy gas."

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

FILL 'ER UP: Or maybe not. Students are having trouble affording the outrageous gas prices and plan to do something about it.
Local gas stations are not the
only ones that believe the "Gas-Out"
boycott will not help. Some economists even believe that the boycott
will cause more problems than it
will solve.
In an interview with ABC News
economist James Williams, he said
"If the boycott moves prices at all, it
might actually jack prices up if
everybody makes a run for the
pumps [before the boycott]. Then
after a slow day during the boycott,
prices will come back down to
where they were before."
Economist Aileen Bohn with the
Energy Information Administration
also said that the boycott would be
much more effective if people didn't
drive during the boycott and then
kept having no-drive days once a
month.

"Nobody's talking about driving
less. It's doubtful that the boycott
will do anything to change suppliers' plans."
Most students do not seem too
concerned with changing the suppliers' plan, which is the larger goal
of the boycott. Students like political
science major Natasha
Dandridge are convinced that sending a message is just as important as
actually lowering gas prices.
"Gas prices have gotten ridiculous," said Dandridge. "I want to
know why the government is not
getting involved when they have in
the past. The gas companies are the
ones that are jacking up the gas
prices and it's hurting everyone ...
but we don't have a choice. Everyone
has to get to their destinations and
we just can't do that without gas."

Student Senate approves budget amid debate
► The controversy over funding dominates the last
Student Senate meeting.
JOHN ADAM WICKUFFE

interim assistant news editor
The University Student Senate
held its final session of the semester
on Monday. Items discussed ranged
from organization recognition to
budgeting concerns.
Jeff Davis, president of the
Student Senate, opened the meeting,
which was followed by the invocation, roll call and reading of the previous session's minutes.
Davis then presented the Charles
Dunn Academic Advising Award to
finance professor Richard Klein.
Senator Mariah Zander commended
Klein for "truly caring for his students."
Senators James Wyche and Craig
Story then read several letters
recounting stories of Klein's dedication as an academic advisor.
Afterwards, Klein addressed the
senate.
"Advising is an integral part of
the academic program," Klein said.
"Each student should reach for the
stars. It is important to try to make a
difference and each of you can make
a difference."
Klein admitted that throughout
his years as an academic advisor, he
was able to achieve some amazing
feats, but could "never make everyone happy."
The senate then returned to matters of policy and budget.

Senator Jill Edmunds, chair of the
academic affairs committee, stated
that the committee was organizing
thank you notes for library patrons
in the hopes to solicit more funds.
Environment,
Safety
and
Awareness committee chair Adam
Crowe established that the recent
Campus Watch program was a success. Crowe also reported that lighting on campus was seen to be below
average and that 58 percent of those
surveyed
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from
20
feet away.
Only two of 28 emergency telephones were correctly identified.
Senator Jason O'Dell, vice chair of
the traffic and parking committee,
relayed that a meeting of the Parking
Advisory Board would be held
Thursday in 807 University Union.
O'Dell thought that the location of
the meeting would allow for more
student involvement.
University services committee
chair Jay Reagan mentioned that
Barnes & Noble, the company that
operates the University bookstore,
had received a contract for five years
to continue operating the bookstore.
President Pro-Tempore Genie
Wooten reported that the student
government radio show had been
postponed until April 11 because of
equipment failure at WSBE
The senate debated eight resolutions, most of which involved funding or recognition of student organizations.

Resolution 59 recognized the
Indian Student Association as a
funded organization while resolution 60 sought to change the wording of a section of the student handbook that would clarify a fraternity
or sorority's funded status.
Resolutions were passed allowing
the flying club to recoup a $1,584
insurance cost incurred to equipment during a storm as well as to
cover debt induced during a Habitat
^^^_^___^^ for Humanity
spring break
The student activity
fund was the last resolution to be
considered and was flooded with
debate.
Discussion lasted over an hour
regarding why the just-recognized
Indian Student Association was
already listed on the budget for the
2000-2001 school year.
Senate representatives said that
the organization was added because
its petition for recognition was submitted long ago and needed to be
included on this year's budget.
Senator Kevin Tucker questioned
the validity of the measure, which
would have given money to an organization that, at the time of writing,
had not yet been recognized.
Zander, head of the finance and
procedures committee, reflected
Student Senate's view that fault lay
not in ISA, but blunders in student
government's handling of the situation.
"We dropped the ball, we screwed

up," Zander said, "we should not
punish [ISA] for our problem."
Tucker continued his debate over
funded and non-funded statuses.
Tucker felt that the senate needed to
"start thinking conservatively; stop
throwing out money for no fathomable reason."
An amendment to the measure
that would remove ISA's funding and
redistribute its allotment to other
organizations failed. In pleading for
ISA's continued funding Zander said,
"we're punishing ISA for student
government's mistake. Regardless of
what happened, we should not
harm [ISA]."
Reagan's motion that the bill be
out of order over the $34,000 allotment toward continued use of the
NightCat system failed. He felt that
student government had not thoroughly enough sought corporate
funding for the matter.
Senate representatives mentioned that instead of funding
NightCat through the student activity fund, part of the $150,000 paid by
Barnes & Noble for the bookstore
contract could be used to fund the
program. Further investigation and
lobbying was suggested.
Ultimately, the bill in its entirety
passed.
New student senators, along with
new Student Senate President Genie
Wooten were sworn in. The meeting
concluded with a statement by outgoing Student Senate President Jeff
Davis.
"It's been a pleasure to serve the
students of Clemson," Davis said.
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History queries solved
► Influential people in
Clemson's history are now in
the video archives.
AMY BOHLING

staff writer
Do you ever wonder how the
buildings of Clemson got their
names? Who or what is Vickery?
Why is there a Young dormitory?
The University is made up of
numerous memorials, but why?
Why is there a Cox Plaza outside a
TillmanHall? Most of these places
mentioned are, in fact, people, but
not just any people. They are the
Deople that shaped the University
for the students of today. They are
the people who witnessed
Clemson in its most formative
years. They are the people who can
tell the history of Tiger Country
through personal stories. They
were there and they witnessed
changes. They are the people who
can retell history "Through Their
Eyes."
As Walter Cox speaks, his eyes
glisten as he reminisces about the
times he spent at Clemson. He
remembers coaching on the sidelines with legendary coach Frank
Howard.
He speaks of J.C.
Littlejohn graduating in 1908. Like
many students of today, he remembers being harassed as an incoming
freshman. He describes Clemson
with places that are familiar to
every student past and present, yet
his story is told through his eyes.
Walter Cox and 11 other influential people are part of the first
oral history of Clemson. The
Strom Thurmond Institute, the history department
and
the
University's communication center have initiated a project entitled,
"Through Their Eyes," that contains interviews with key Clemson
people who witnessed critical
points in the development of the
University. The idea for the project
was developed by Clinton H.
Whitehurst, Jr., professor emeritus
and senior fellow of the Strom
Thurmond Institute. Whitehurst
said, "For young people this is his-
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tory. There are thousands and
thousands of alumni who knew
these people. They now have the
chance to have the whole set in
their archives forever." Through
these tapes, alumnus can find a
way to revisit old friends and
remember old stories. Students
will find a way to discover the people who shaped this University.
They will discover the true definition of Clemson.
Among the completed interviews are: Dr. Walter Cox, Dr.
Robert Edwards, Dr. Ernest Lander,
Dr. Hugh Macaulay, Dr. Harlan
McClure, Dr. Wallace Trevillian, Dr.
Kenneth Vickery, Mr. Joe Young, Mr.
Carl McHugh, Dr. Linvil Rich, and
Mr. Jimmy Howard in regard to his
father, Coach Frank Howard. Dr.
Donald McKale of Clemson's history faculty conducted all of the
interviews except for Dr. Robert C.
Edward's interview. Dr. Stephen
Wainscott from the Honors College
interviewed Dr. Edwards.
The interviewees are seen today
all over Clemson as names on
memorials. The professors that are
spoken about are names of buildings on campus. Every person
interviewed in "Through Their
Eyes" makes many unknown stories part of history. As Clinton
Whitehurst puts it, "My goal is to
save history. There are many books
written about the history of
Clemson, but those are from the
author's perspective. These stories
are from the individual's point of
view, not the author's point of
view."
In order for this project to dig
deeper into the past with more
interviews, further support is
needed. Without this needed support, alumni may miss out on a
golden opportunity to reminisce
with old friends. Students may
miss out on a chance to discover
the most important part of
Clemson's history—the true beginning.
To find out how to support the
project and/or purchase videos,
contact Joyce Bridges at 656-4700
or atjoyce@strom.clemson.edu.
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First female graduate dies at 69
► It's the end of the beginningofanera.
MOLLIE FERRIGAN

staff writer

History was made the day
Clemson transformed from an allmale military college to a co-ed
institution. At the forefront of that
movement was a woman who
sought a better education despite
the times.
Margaret Snider Coker of
Anderson, the first female undergraduate at Clemson, died March 3
in a car accident at the age of 69.
She earned her bachelor of science degree in chemistry in 1957
after she and 12 other females
entered Clemson two years before.
She transferred from Anderson
College, but had spent six years
between institutions, working at
St. Mary's Hospital before deciding
to pursue a different career.
After her graduation, Coker
was hired at Olin-Corning
Fiberglass in Anderson where she
worked as a statistician and
chemist until her retirement in
1987. Coker and her husband
Donald have two children, Charles
Ray Coker and Diane Brown, and
two grandchildren, Charles and
Molly Coker.
Brown said she had a wonderful

mother who loved to do normal,
everyday things. "She liked to go to
yard sales and, most importantly,
she just loved life," she said. She
also recalled something her grandmother once said about her mother's determination, "From the time
that mom was two, grandma said
she had a book under her arm."
Coker decided to go to Clemson
at a young age despite the all-male
policy. According to Brown, her
mother was ecstatic when she
heard the University was finally
allowing women into the college.
"She was up there the first day they
could register," said Brown. Coker's
perseverance also helped her
through the personal struggles
that she would face during her life,
including cancer.
Her brother Leroy Snider was
shocked to hear of his sister's
death. "It was so sudden," he said,
adding that a doctor had just given
her a clean bill of health after a
bout with breast cancer.
Snider said Coker's cancer was
in remission, but the doctors had
found more tumors in her lymph
nodes, which eventually might
have passed to her brain.
In many ways, Snider sees her
death as a little easier to accept
than the idea of having to see her
suffer with terminal cancer. There

were also good times on which he
could reflect. He remembers Coker
as a good sister who was extremely
intelligent and had a passion for
traveling. "She went all over the
world, to Mexico, Canada, Europe,"
he said. Coker visited almost every
state in the country.
She had even become fascinated
with her family genealogy a few
years back after her brother had
shown an interest. "She traced the
family all the way back to the
1600s," said Snider.
Tracing her own history was
also an interest that she maintained from graduation up to the
time of the accident. She said that
Coker kept a thick scrapbook of all
the news articles written about her
and photos taken.
"She was interviewed by the
Anderson Independent-Mail and
the Greenville News, and a paper
in Charleston did a story on her,
too," she said.
There are memorials around
campus that celebrate her life and
contributions to Clemson. Her
graduation ring is currently displayed in the Hall of Rings for 1957,
and her name can be found under
the same year near Fort Hill.
Coker remained active in
Clemson life even after graduation.
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Everyday low prices are lucrative to students
With all the controversy surrounding the proposed Super Wal- than any other singular store. One can buy anything from a bag of
Mart construction at Issaqueena Trail and Highway 123, much is to groceries to a basketball, a shotgun to baby diapers. There would be
be said for and against the low-price retail giant coming to the rel- no more running extraneous errands—no more tramping from the
atively small town of Clemson. Opponents of the chain argue that grocery store to the hardware store to the bookstore. Just one stop
with Wal-Mart's coming, small businesses will be hit hardest and would be all that is needed. Need a notebook and pencils? Head to
increased traffic will become the bane of Clemson's little town Wal-Mart. Need a head of lettuce to make a salad while you study
image. Supporters for the superstore, however, are able to see beyond with that notebook and pencils in hand? Head to Wal-Mart. It is a
the supposed urban sprawl and see a rich future of expansion and simple concept really. With all these things in the same store, students can get all their errands completed in one place, a definite
convenience when Wal-Mart hails Clemson.
First and foremost, students are at the center of the debate. On advantage to the backbone of Clemson.
Wal-Mart also brings an air of philanthropy to the service orgaone hand, they virtually drive the economy of Clemson, with millions of dollars spent each year at places like bookstores and phar- nizations and event coordinators at Clemson. The store has been
known to contribute heavily to its communimacies. Yet students still are transient resity to fulfill its pledge to be a good neighbor.
dents of the town and will not have to endure
Our Position:
Car washes held in Wal-Mart parking lots are
the potential hardships that Wal-Mart may
greeted with matched gifts from the store for
possibly bring, as naysayers point out. But the
every dollar earned by the group leading the
point remains that Clemson would not be
wash. Concerts and football at the University
prosperous at all without the students. So if
would indeed see a new donor with deep
the students are in favor of the Wal-Mart compockets willing to spend on advertising its
ing to Clemson, then far be it for anyone to
good name. So in the name of support, Waldisagree. Students make up the largest faction
Mart seems to be a shoe-in as a positive comof buyers in the community and therefore
munity power, making Clemson better not
should have the privilege of a nearby cornuonly
for
the
students,
but for the denizens of this small hamlet as
copia of cheap supplies.
Students who support Wal-Mart's coming constantly gripe well.
The potential increase in a variable job market should also have
about having to trudge the 15-minute drive to Seneca or Anderson
for their superstore needs. With a Wal-Mart in Clemson, however, people clambering for Wal-Mart's arrival. With such a large store in
access to the array of inexpensive goods the emporium that is Wal- the vicinity, a new niche is carved for those students who otherwise
Mart has to offer would be mere minutes away. Not to mention that would not have access to a place of employment (those without
more than likely, the CAT bus would make the store a definite stop- cars, basically). A short bus ride to the store would open up opporping destination. In short, the new chain would be simply far more tunities for earning more money to more people, a definite plus for
convenient to students with and/or without cars. And seeing as students who have to make their own money to get by in this small
how the economy of Clemson is driven by the University's stu- town. More jobs for students means more money spent in Clemson,
dents, a closer Wal-Mart would be a service to those numerous stu- surely a good thing for the community.
Whether good or bad, it looks like Wal-Mart is going to come if
dents wishing to buy the popular market's wares.
And what is not to like about what Wal-Mart can bring to the community wants it or not. The student majority should welClemson? In one store, it offers more selection of a variety of goods come this new asset to the community with open arms.

Despite negatives,
Wal-Mart offers
many good thingsfor
Clemson students.

SPEAKING

IT

Do you think Wal-Mart will have a positive or negative effect on Clemson?

Meetings are held every Wednesday at
7 p.m. in Room 904 of the Student
Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.

W
I think it would have a
negative effect on
Clemson because it
would create a tremendous traffic problem on
Issaqueena and the city
of Clemson as a whole.
Tascha Byrd

marketing
junior

1

I think it would have a
positive effect because it
would be closer and a lot
more convenient to go
and buy things we need.
Eugene Koon II

animal science
sophomore

I don't think a Super
Wal-Mart would be a
good idea because it
would create too much
traffic and confusion. It'd
also take away business
from downtown.
Kimmy Enfield
nursing
freshman

I think [Wal-Mart] will
have a positive effect
because students will
not have to drive that far
to pick up things they
may need.
Sheldon Ray
accounting
sophomore

I think there is way too
much traffic in town as
it is. People can just drive
to Anderson or Seneca.
Chris Werner
mechanical engineering
junior
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The squirrels are tossing nuts and I feel disorderly myself
Just for fun, I got a tarot card
reading on Tuesday in the loggia during the Tiger Gras festivities. I had no
idea I was creating a hazardous
condition for
myself and/or
other students.
I should have
known that such
disorderly conduct would cause a realignment of
the cosmos that made a bed fly
from its perch on a ledge outside
the Shoeboxes and crush a tour
group walking nearby. The accident, as a result, created much disorder on the campus, which caused
students to speak their opinions of

school administrators in the streets
and through email. They were all
charged with disorderly conduct as
well.
The commotion caused a
pack of nearby
squirrels to climb
atop the Calhoun
House and pelt
the students who
were on their way
to appear before the judicial panel
for the charge of disorderly conduct
with pecans and smuggled
coconuts. The squirrels were
charged with disorderly conduct as
well.
The squirrels woke up the ghosts
of John C. Calhoun and Thomas G.

Clemson, who began to chase each
other through the halls of the
Calhoun House. They were charged
with disorderly conduct as well.
The students charged, still sore
from the squirrel barrage, appeared
before the student judicial panel for
their crime. The judicial panel told
them, "We're perfect, we don't do
this sort of stuff." For their comments, they were charged with disorderly conduct as well.
When a student returned to his
car after the hearing, he found a
parking enforcement officer giving
him a ticket. "You should be
charged with disorderly conduct!"
screamed the student. "No! I am inveeenceeble!" shouted the PEO,
dancing in the streets. He was run

over by a CAT bus.
The CAT bus was charged with
disorderly conduct as well. It was
last se.en fleeing for Mexico.
One of the guilty squirrels
squeaked with delight at the PEO.
He was charged with disorderly
conduct as well. He donated three
million pecans to the University
judicial system. They named the
disorderly conduct regulation in
his honor.
Meanwhile, the tarot card reader
tried to flee the impending danger.
He used a stick of cotton candy to
beat Squeaky Memorial Disorderly
Conduct officials out of his way
and he grappled to the top of the
Union with Mardi Gras beads. He
escaped by leaping upon a murder-

ous CAT bus that was bound for
Mexico. He was wanted for the
charge of Squeaky Memorial
Disorderly Conduct.
I sat there, pondering the thousands of cases of disorder I had
caused. All I wanted was a tarot
card reading. The first card I drew
was Justice. Rather ironic, hmm?
The next, Judgement. What's the
card for disorder7
The tarot card reader had told
me that my cards indicated I would
be married within a year. Now, if
that's not hazardous to myself, I
don't know what is.
Phillip Caston is a junior mapring in
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Shut up and just watch me!
Have you ever wondered what life would
be like if we didn't have TV? There are
those out there who believe televisionwatching has contributed to the disintegration of family and society. And in recognition
of the damaging effects of TV, the week of
April 17-22 has been named "TV Turnoff
Week." For many people, myself included,
skipping TV for a whole week will be a piece
of cake, but for some, turning it off isn't that
easy.
When I was about 10,1 loved to go over to
my cousin Veronica's house. Unbeknownst to
my parents, her mom would let me eat as
much junk food as I wanted and let me watch horror movies to my little
heart's content. Sitting on
the couch in her basement, a place where the
lack of incoming sunlight
made it more akin to a
dungeon, I would stay for
hours. With a Twinkie in one hand and a
bologna sandwich in the other, I stayed planted to that spot. My eyes would glaze over to
the grotesque images on the tube. In this
land, the eye for an eye mentality is played
out to a sadistic degree, to the joy of avid
watchers.
Though TV content may shape the values
of children when the values of the parents
are absent, the main concern of organizations
like TV Free America and the more radical
White Dot Society is the activity of TV
watching more than the content itself. In an
email correspondence with member of WDS,
David Burke also hit on the concerns of children and TV watching. He is worried that as
a society, we are raising children to be too
consumer-oriented and dependent on the TV
for stimulation, and said, "whether these kids
will thank us or steal our car radios remains

to be seen".
If it's true that only 10 percent of families
that exist in America anymore are nuclear
families, while the rest are single-parent or
dual working parent households- that means
a whole generation of under-supervised kids
are being raised. And if the parents can't pull
off the job of raising their kids with values,
they surely aren't getting much help from the
TV either. Watching TV doesn't teach hard
work or a sense of community, if anything, it
teaches complacency and self-centeredness.
Being a good consumer doesn't always equal
being a good citizen.
Besides young children
and teenagers, other neglected groups such as the institutionalized elderly or single
Molly
"empty
nest" parents probaStenhouse
bly
spend
more time watchcolumnist
ing TV. TV may be used as a
remedy for boredom and
loneliness, which can create
a cycle of habitual TV watching, which causes fewer interactions with people'and a
greater sense of isolation. It's not a good cycle!
So what is to be done about all of this? My
suggestion is that literacy programs should
be enacted to get people who can't afford a
good education interested in learning, and
that community service programs should be
enacted to get people out of their houses and
contributing to society in a meaningful way.
Watching the next sensational talk show on
television doesn't add anything to ones' life
unless it is merely fodder for good human
conversation. So turn off the TV do something better, and encourage others to do the
same!
Molly Stenhouse is a senior majoring
in English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Finally, is this a clear response"??
This is a revised response to a written
question I received in reference to an
article I wrote called "The Temper of
Conservation."
Dear
,
Basically, I am for dialogue. I like to write
to try and get people's attention, to motivate
people to read, and, in effect, speak about
things in ways that aren't so necessarily literal. I use irony to a high degree because I
feel like it keeps my writing meaningful on
more than one level. It was also a comfortable style for me to write in. The article,
which prompted you and others to wonder,
"what [my] point is," was
supposed to be about the
natural increase of disorder.
Basically, I was using a
scientific hypothesis
about the nature of heat
in an ironic way in order
to buttress an argument
for progressive modes of education in history and literature, not to mention science.
The article was, in part, a response to another article in a piece of Sh
s that was
arguing for prioritizing curriculums focused
on the Western Canon. In my opinion, the
Sh
s argument was incredibly misogynistic, racist and hateful. I wrote "The
Temper of Conservation" in order to illustrate what lies behind a good deal of the
attitudes that Sh
was supporting. I was
trying to use a scientific basis in order to
argue with what seems to be a much more
subjective argument based on one person's
idea of values. What I wrote was trying to
say that change is inevitable, i.e. disorder, or
change, is always propagated by action and
is therefore impossible to stop.
In a very broad sense, conservatives, as
the word implies, are trying to conserve

their way of life which means, to some
degree, excluding groups in politics whose
actions are seen as being harmful to the
conservative status quo.
So blacks are seen as being actors which
cause disorder because of their articulation
of the need for civil rights: that screws with
historical ideas on slavery, Southern heritage, etc. Feminists and homosexuals are
seen as actors contributing to the disorder of
male dominated (sexual) politics. The
Marxist perspective is also threatening
because some feel that its being taught contributes to anti-capitalist sentiments.
Personally, I don't understand. I thought capitalism
was enough to spawn anticapitalist sentiments. I'm
also not quite sure how
capitalism became inexorably linked to the formation of the U.S.
Constitution. It's not clear
to me that our country's so-called democratic heritage is specifically chained to ideas on
market policies. Anyway, my point is that
we offer Shakespeare instead of Caribbean
literature so as not to upset particular political balances that are justified as being necessary because they are linked to part of a
certain group's history.
In response to your question, I am for the
political inclusion of difference—which is
why I get upset and try to theorize my way
out of my own arguments—because its frustrating to know I'm excluding people no
matter what kind of rhetoric I'm using.
Hope this helps elucidate things.
Sincerely, Bryan R. Smith
Bryan Smith is a senior majoringin
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Recycling issue
addressed by student
I consider myself a reasonable
recycler. I do my part. I don't force
anyone else to make that choice,
but 1 do encourage it. Yet I am troubled by how resistant the general
public seems to be toward recycling efforts. Clemson doesn't have
a very visible recycling program.
Oh, they do have one, technically,
but for most students, I imagine, it's
more trouble than it is worth.
These students, however, are not
the ones about whom I gripe.
Rather, I'm more disturbed by the
students who block recycling
efforts, and even reverse them.
I have to carry my recyclables
from my office down to the library.
Today, just like all the other days, I
found aluminum in the glass, glass
in the plastic, and trash in all three.
Is it really so much trouble to open
the right container? They are all
right next to each other. Not only
that, the containers also request
that we remove the caps. I saw no
one doing their part for this. And,
there is a trash can right next to
the containers, so there should be
no excuse.

Is it too embarrassing to sort
one's trash? Too much of a confession to let the student body know
you care about the planet? Is it an
ego boost to throw something
where it shouldn't be, because you
can? I don't know what causes the
behavior, but I am tired of dealing
with it. If your going to trash
everything, and you have that selfish right as an American, then do
so, but don't interfere with our
efforts to protect our resources.
Matthew Eberhart

mathematical sciences

Cheerleader exhibits
class during game
March 19 at the UCONNClemson women's game, one of our
players went down on the floor in
front of your band. One of the
cheerleaders was kind enough to
try to pull the cameraman from
sticking his camera in her face. She
had hit her head and was probably
unconscious and should not have
had to deal with a camera in her
face. I thought that that move

showed real class on the part of
your school. I know it was difficult
to come into the home arena of the
number one team in the country,
but your school displayed real
class. Your team played hard and
fought a good fight. I especially
applaud the fact that your team
never showed the frustration some
teams have shown by going after
players and not the ball. Thank
you to Clemson for being a classy
university.
Sandi Brooks

l/CONN student

Disrespect toward
speakers is shameful
Clemson University received a
great honor when Dr. John Searle
came and spoke on campus
Monday night. I was impressed
with how crowded the lecture was
but when it was over I was, for the
first time, embarrassed to be a
Clemson student. After Dr. Searle
completed his lecture and began to
take questions, students left
throughout the question and
answer period. The embarrassed

looks on the faces of the philosophy department were painful to
watch. Shame on those who left
early, you could have stayed out of
respect even if you were not inter-

LAST!

ested in what he had to say.
Andy Pennock

mathematical sciences
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What do you love about Clemson? When you of our University have used the campus and its
visited as a high school senior, what was it that facilities.to create a remarkable institution of highmade you know that this was the place for you? er learning. Campus Sweep is an opportunity for all
Perhaps it was the teachers, other students, athlet- Clemson family members, from the administration
ics or even a specific academic program. Yet, regard- to the students, to give back to the University. The
less of the primary reason, one must admit that the fifth annual Campus Sweep is designed to be a fun
beauty of our campus and the setting we find our- and rewarding experience in which faculty, stuselves in is certainly on the top 10 list of our dents and community work together. Through this
event, an increased feeling of "campus community
University's greatest attributes.
Several years ago, student government estab- and home" is hoped to be achieved. This is not poslished an event to capture and preserve this unique sible without each student's support, however.
Student government invites and encourages
trait of our University. This event, named Campus
everyone to participate in this year's
Sweep, is a massive campus-wide
Campus Sweep on April 14, from 10
event that cleans, restores and
a.m.- 4:30 p.m. Students are asked to
beautifies the land and facilities.
Courtney Blackwell
meet on Bowman Field, where they
Our campus plays a significant
student government
will be assigned to a work site
role for Clemson. It is the reason for
around campus. Much of the work
the name of our University, as it
was Thomas Green Clemson's land. Likewise, it will be centered around the Hendrix Student
was the home of former Senator, Secretary of War Center. Site work includes activities such as plantiand Vice President John C. Calhoun. Quite clearly, ng, window washing, painting, raking, draining
the land upon which we find our institution, in and cleaning. Before the festivities begin, student
both our past and present, is an integral component government is hosting a tree planting ceremony in
of what has made Clemson the unique university front of the new Hendrix Student Center at 9 a.m.
in honor of the day. Raffle gifts, T-shirts, food,
and community that we call home.
When one compares our campus to other drinks and other prizes will be given out during the
schools, one cannot help but to develop a sense of day as we celebrate our Clemson family and beaupride for the picturesque landscape and true beau- tify our school. Campus Sweep allows for positive
ty of our campus. From azalea groves to cemetery interaction between faculty and students and is
hill, Clemson's landscape is unlike any other. At the just another way to keep our campus clean and as
same time, this unique trait our University possess- beautiful as the days when Thomas Green Clemson
es will decay if we do not make joint efforts as a laid the foundation for an experience that no
community and family to preserve it through such Clemson student will ever forget. Please come out
and join student government as we host the fifth
an effort as Campus Sweep.
The students, faculty staff and administration annual Campus Sweep on April 14.
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The Tiger brings home
awards in state competition
► University's newspaper
placesfirst in overall judging.
PHILLIP CASTON

editor in chief
South Carolina's oldest college
newspaper is still South Carolina's
best.
For the ninth time in the last 12
years, The Tiger beat out all the
other college newspapers in the
state to win first place in the overall
South
Carolina
Press
Association Collegiate Awards
competition. The Tiger reclaimed
the title after failing to enter the
competition in 1999.
The judge of the overall competition for Division I [universities
with 5,000 or more students] had
high praise for the campus publication.
"The Tiger is a newsy magazine
with an attractive, sophisticated
look. Writing and editing are solid.
The paper has a strong local report.
Two of the best parts of the paper
are the Clemson Perspective pages
and the entertainment pullout section. Perspective has a good mix of

columnists. The Speaking Out feature is a nice touch. The'staff obviously takes a lot of care in selecting
a diverse group of respondents.
Good briefs package on page two.
Sports section is strong," the judge
stated in written comments.
Some members of The Tiger
staff captured individual awards
as well.
Former Art Director Tu Nguyen
won first and second place for best
editorial cartoon. Managing Editor
Rob Barnett won first place for best
editorial. Former Assistant Sports
Editor Brian Pearce won second
place and Editor in Chief Phillip
Caston won third place for best column.
Sports Editor Louis Garmendia
captured first place [his second in
as many tries] and Interim
Assistant Sports Editor Holli
Armstrong received third place for
best sports story.
Ad Production Manager Mike
Bowen won second place for best
advertisement design.
Business Manager Jonathan
Hayes received first place for best
sports page layout and design.
The Tiger is a member of the
SCPA and publishes every Friday.
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Graduation 2000
A Celebration
for Students
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner
f
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HOUSES.
Student Beaohline

Beach Week
Classic Cottages

I.800.7W.8687

Hyrtlebeach
tours • com
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One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities
(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension
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IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

1
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5102,068
$67,514
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■ After tax savings

and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by

541,232

taxes until you withdraw the funds.' Add to that TIAA-

531,933

SPORTING GOODS

CREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retireINVEST AS UTTLE AS
$25 a month
through an automatic
payroll plan2

^Columbia
^r SportswearCbmpany®

$13,052
$11609

money working for you.

ment today with tax-deferred
SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

lQYtARS

28YEABS

3DYEAR5

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month
in a tax-deferred investment with an B% return in a
28% tax bracket shows better growth than the same
net amount put into a savings account.3

adidas
EASTPAK

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it*

'}

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

1. Under federal tax law, withdrawals poor to age 59 m ate subject to restrictions, and may also be subject toa 10% additional lax. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 pet year. To receive a personalized calculation of your maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at 1 800 842-2776.3. The chart above is presented for illustrative
purposes only and does not reflect actual performances predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services,
[redistributes CHEF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account.Teachers Personal Investors Services, inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. TIAA and TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co. issue insurance and annuities.TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
Investment products ar« not FOfC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. For more complete information on our securities products, including e harges ami
expenses.call t 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for the prospectuses.Read them carefully before you invest or send money, 6 2000TIAA CREF 1/00.
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♦upercenter may affect residents'
, property rights.
.- ' Others do not like the proposed
location for the building; however,
| the area that is being considered is
4 unzoned land in Pickens County,
i not the city of Clemson.
i
Another voice of opposition is a
group of people who are against
most suggestions and plans for
I change in the area. This group of is
i the same one that was against
i building Clemson's Winn-Dixie
S] years ago.
"An issue that has recently
developed is that the group of peos pie who are against building the
> < Wal-Mart have been trying to peri suade the city of Clemson to file a
suit against it," said Olsen.
:4
These new developments are
requiring the presence of politics
t and the city and county govern■ i jnent in dealing with the building
T plans. Wal-Mart plans to be built
il just outside of the city, which
would prevent a zoning ordinance
■ a from being issued to stop or discourage its building. The county
government has also taken over
access roads that would be going
Into the Wal-Mart, which would
make these roads public areas.
Within the past few years, the
county paid to install a new sewer
System which would encourage

property development in this area,
so the county has its reasons for
supporting a Wal-Mart.
"New property developments
will help to pay taxes. There is a
local option sales tax of one percent which rolls back people's real
estate taxes on their property. WalMart's annual sales are $60 million, which would increase this
area's tax base," said Olsen.
Overall, 80 percent of the people in Clemson are in favor of
building the superstore, according
Olsen. An even larger percentage
is that of younger demographics,
namely people 25 years old and
under. Of those people, 93 percent
are in favor of the proposed WalMart.
With Clemson's reputation as a
college town, it is useful for students to have a Wal-Mart nearby in
case they do not have a car, need to
get something on the spur of the
moment, or do not want to drive at
least 20 minutes to the nearest
Wal-Mart.
For college students who live
on a budget, Wal-Mart is a preferred place to shop because it has
reasonable prices, a good selection
of products, and usually works on
a 24-hour a day operation.
On the other hand, the construction of Wal-Mart may contribute to traffic problems and
increased population density in
the area.

.z TTT
2 Bedroom 2 Bath Condo walking distance to
campus. Furnished, washer/dryer, private patio,
gars?3 parking. Up to 4 students. $900.00 a
month and Security Deposit. Available now
through August & 1 year lease beginning in August
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Efficiencies and 1 Bedroom apts available in
Seneca. Furnished or unfurnished, quiet wooded
lot, adjacent to Lake Keowee. Washer/dryer on
premises. 71/2 miles to campus. $200$255.00. 1 year tease and Security Deposit.
FEMALE WANTED! Roommates to share a 2
bedroom condo. $225.00 per student per month
for the Fall 2000.

I think i just might be able to handle writing
for the Tiger... well maybe not but gosh
darn it I'll try

656-2150

AKE THE GRADE with

Afr RENTS
• Washers & Dryers
• Camcorders
* Computers
• Stereos
• Pagers
• VCRs
m

•
■PI m

• TVs

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton
646-5705 or (800) 579-3702
MON-FRI

9-6 & SAT 10-5

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION...

\L<BS.
&

Commercial, Residential, Management and Sales
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NEED H STUDY MEM?
PAINT WITH US AT

What people weren't looking
for on the first Easter.
Paint-Your-Ozvn Pottery

C0LLE0E SPECIAL
Saturday nights from 6-9 pm
paint for only S5 studio fee with college ID.
A savings of $13 off hourly rate!

Instead people were searching for the body of Jesus of Nazareth. A man who had claimed to be God.
A man who said he would prove his deity by bodily rising from the dead. No other religious
leader has made such a claim and backed it up with such an event.
Call rocky for a free article that gives the reasons that Jesus really is God and wants to have
a relationship with you. Gall 1-800-236-9238 for the free article Beyond Blind Faith.

(Pottery not included)

&v

Great for clubs, sororities, and
dorm get-togethers!
WestEnd Market, 1 Augusta St.
Downtown Greenville (under Occasionally Blues)
298.0047

PAGE

1-800-236-9238
articles@EveryStudent.com
www. EveryStudent.com
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sort. Either way, it's life with all the perks—in the
city that runs 24/7,
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College students are often discouraged from voting in elections
And the negative effects of the
bill already have been felt. Andy
Coulouris, 21, a senior at the
University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor and vice president of the
student assembly, said voter registration among students has
dropped off dramatically. In years
past, Voice Your Vote, a nonpartisan education and registration
drive would routinely register
3,500 to 5,000 Ann Arbor students
to vote, he explained. Since the legislation passed, the number has
dropped to 1,500 to 2,000.
"Do we quash [participation] to
make things easier for the secretary
of state," Coulouris asked. "Every
effort should be made to get students voting."
Students at the University of
New Hampshire in Durham faced
a similar dilemma before the
nation's first primary on Feb. 1.
Many students tried to take advantage of New Hampshire's same-day
registration laws, which were
intended to encourage participation, but a number were scared
away from the polls by election
officials who persistently told students that they would have to get a
new drivers' licenses and license
tags or could lose their financial
aid if they said Durham was their
home on their registration cards.
"On campus, they encourage
you to vote so much and tell you it's
really easy," said Liz Perros, 20, a
UNH junior who registered and
voted despite the warnings. "At
first it gave me second thoughts. I
didn't want to deal with the paperwork."
Although campaign workers for
former presidential candidate Bill
Bradley got the New Hampshire
attorney general's office to tone
down the rhetoric of local election
officials after a few hours, the damage had been done. Scores of students already had retreated without voting.
"It's probably just easier to send
for an absentee ballot [from home],"
said Elliot Pope, a 22-year-old UNH
senior as he left the polling place
with registering.
Bergin O'Malley, 23, a junior at
Columbia University, also faced
bureaucratic resistance when she
went to vote on primary day in
New York. O'Malley and the
Columbia chapter of the College

MICHAEL GANNON

Northwest U.

(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON Angry citizens go to court to fight
for equal ballot access. Local officials badger potential voters trying
to take advantage of same-day registration until they turn away from
the polls. Names from a voter registration drive are missing from the
rolls when the first-time voters
show up at their local polling
ylaces.
All of these incidents occurred
periodically this election year as
students at many colleges and universities across the country went to
the polls to try to vote in the presidential primaries.
Young people often are dismissed as being politically apathetic or lazy, but advocates for
young voters say hurdles and roadblocks to their increased participation have not received enough
attention. "Why would you want to
make it harder to vote for the people that do it least," asked Justin
Winslow, a 20-year-old sophomore
at Michigan State University.
Winslow said Michigan has
done just that through a law proposed by East Lansing state Sen.
Mike Rogers. Rogers, a Republican
running for a tightly contested U.S.
House seat, sponsored a piece of
legislation that, starting April 1,
requires the address on a person's
voter registration card to match his
driver's license. Students, who
often move every year they live on
campus, say the law is directly
aimed at them and, with the help
ef the American Civil Liberties
Union, have sued to block it.
Supporters of the law claim that
the Democrats and the ACLU are
tising students as pawns in an
effort to discredit Republicans. The
intent of the legislation, they say, is
to update an archaic voter records
system by coordinating it with the
state's Department of Motor
Vehicles. But students such as
Winslow, a Republican himself,
said that argument was nonsense.
"1 believe this bill transcends
party politics," he said. "Any kind
of bill that is going to make voting
*nore difficult, I'm pot going to support. [Students are] a transient population, but we do have a constitutional right to vote here."
,
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Democrats claimed to have registered more than 300 students to
vote before New York's Feb. 11 deadline for the March 7 primary. But
many of those students found that
their names were not on the voter
rolls when they tried to vote on
Super Tuesday.
A poll worker explained that
students could vote if they signed
an affidavit swearing that the state
had received their registration
information before the deadline,
but many were scared off by the
confusion.
"It is maddening that it's easier
for young people to get drugs than
to get registered," O'Malley said. "It's
as if the system is set up to only
allow certain people to get to the
polls."
In fact, confusion about the registration process is often cited as
one of the main reasons for not voting among the young. According to
a survey conducted last year by
Project Vote Smart, a nonprofit
group that provides information
on political candidates, 32 percent
of 18- to 25-year-olds said they
were not registered to vote, compared with only 20 percent of voters older than 26. Of the young
adults not registered, nearly 60 percent said they either didn't know
how to register or that the process

was too much of a hassle.
"It's more about young people
not realizing they're not registered
in the right place," said John
Dervin of Youth Vote 2000, a
young voter advocacy group based
in Washington. "You can move
across the street and your polling
place moves a few miles."
There have been efforts to make
participation in the political
process easier for young people,
with varying degrees of success. In
Oregon, students helped pass a law
making it easier to vote by mail,
eliminating the process of having
to apply for an absentee ballot. And
a 1998 provision of the Higher
Education Act required colleges
and universities to play an active
role in registering young people to
vote before every major federal and
state election. That law has been
difficult to enforce, some youth
experts said, because schools have
approached the requirement differently, some more aggressively
than others.
"We can work with the states,
but its very, very hard because the
laws differ state to state," said Jon
Isaacs, director of legislative affairs
for the United States Student
Association, an organization of
student government leaders from
colleges around the country.
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Kentucky, Louisiana and
Mississippi were the first states
required to implement the new
provision because they were the
only three states with statewide
elections last fall. The Public
Interest Research Group, a government watchdog group, compiled
anecdotes from campuses around
those states to help refine and
improve the process for the 2000
presidential election.
According to an October 1999
report just before the elections,
PIRG found that eight of 12 campuses were in clear compliance
with the law. Some universities,
however, expressed confusion
about what constituted fulfilling
the requirements.
The key to making progress in
increasing voter participation
among young people, however, will
be to pay attention this fall and
work to improve the situation in
elections to come, Isaacs asserted.
"If we can do a good job this year
of keeping track of things like New
Hampshire — if we can document
all of this stuff, then after this election we can get a stronger push for
same-day registration, vote-bymail and polling places on campuses," he said.
(For more information, check
out yvote2000.com.)
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Suspects running wild Stadium renovations are underway
► Three recent cases attract
student attention.
STAFF REPORTS

news department
Convict Still At Large
Students need to remain on the
lookout for Gayle Alan Sanford,
who has evaded police ever since he
was evicted from Manning Hall
during spring break.
Sanford, wanted for battery in
the third degree, false imprisonment in the second degree, and terroristic threatening by the
University of Arkansas Police
Department, met a Clemson student via the Internet, who offered to
let Sanford stay in her Manning
Hall room during spring break.
The CUPD removed him from
the room at the student's request
and told him not to return or he
would be charged with trespassing.
When filing a report, they were
unable to get a record of Sanford's
past offenses since he lied about
facts like his date of birth. They
heard about his Arkansas offenses
soon after that.
"If wed known that was him, we
would have arrested him," said
Saxon.
Sanford has not'been seen since.
Besides Sanford's Arkansas
offenses, he is also wanted in
Kansas for the molestation of a
minor.
Saxon warns that Sanford, who
is bisexual, has a tendency to hang
out around computers, since that is
how he contacts his victims.
"Kids feel sorry for him and give
him money and a place to stay,"
Saxon said. "He lures them into his
trap. If students get into this kind of
trouble and want us to check someone out, we'll be glad to help."
Saxon feels the Internet is
becoming a big problem for the
country as a forum in which many
people meet criminals like Sanford,
who have an exceptionally easy
time lying online. He warns students not to trust those whose only
alibi is their chat room status.

J

► Memorial Stadium gets a
Hendrix Center Vandalized
face-lift
this summer.
In a separate incident on cam-

'

pus, unidentified suspects vandalJIMMY HOGAN
ized part of the third floor of the
staff writer..
newly opened Hendrix Student
On March 22, the University's
Center.
Offices of the literary magazine Board of Trustees agreed that the.
Semantics and campus radio sta- east end zone of Memorial Stadium
tion WSBF were damaged by a could use a little "touch up" work
photo laboratory eye washer that for the upcoming season. In a conwas left in the on position last ference call, the trustees awarded
Wednesday. Water damaged the the construction contract to
carpet of these offices as well as the Sherman Construction Company,'
ceiling in several spaces on the sec- Inc., of Greenville.
The $1.6 million awarded,
ond floor.
According to media advisor which comes from active fundraisBryant Smith, Hendrix adminis- ing, will be used for three primary
tration did not file a police report renovations: regrading "The Hill,"
and do not believe they will ever adding more handicapped seating,
and enhancing the sound system
find the culprit.
"Whoever did it was just being in that part of the stadium.
The Hill, which has been popustupid," said Smith.
The eye washer was left run- larized' for its rich tradition of
ning the entire night and flooded being the home for the student
the area, which was quickly body during games and as the
cleaned up in anticipation, of the entrance onto the field for the play- ■
move-in by campus media organi- ers, will have a new edition, for the
. fall. As. part of the fundraising,
zations in the coming weeks.
5,000 bricks were sold and each
Man arrested for assault
Jason Allen Rollins of Liberty brick bears the name of the person
was charged with "assault and bat- who purchased it. These bricks
tery of a high and aggravated will be placed around • Howard's UPGRADE: "The Hill" will receive a makeover as part of a stadium renonature" for a March 29 incident in Rock and the surrounding area, vation project.
which he offered to drive an 18- according to Tim Berea of the
year-old female student from the sports information department. A but did say it worked in conjunc- already get the shaft on where they i
R-l parking lot to her residence new fence and brick entranceway tion with the University's released have to park. This is just making us
statement. "We'll probably make an even more angry."
hall. According to the warrant, will also be erected.
Since construction has begun sd
The renovations to the east end official statement once the conRollins touched the victim several
times while driving around cam- zone are the;first phase of a series of struction is complete," said a source late in the semester, some students
renovations expected within the inside the department.
can deal with the parking inconvepus.
Rollins was arrested last Friday.. next year or two. The west end zone ' ■ Due to construction, more park: nience in favor of a new look for the
"It's like your parents used to tell will undergo a major overhaul next ing spaces have been deemed "off- stadium.
"ft sounds like the new coMt
you: never get in the car with a year, including the addition of a limits" by University officials.
new locker room for the athletes These include the parallel parking struction will make the stadiur
stranger," warned Saxon.
■spots located in front of the east look more professional," saii
Bond was set at $25,000 and and a restaurant, said Berea.
"This is the first step of our Tiger end zone. Although there are very Jennifer Hood, a graduating chemiRollins was released on personal
Pride 'fundraising campaign," said few spaces in front of the Hill, the cal engineer -major "The whole
recognizance.
He1 is barred from returning to Berea, eluding to the part of the continuing construction that is. parking thing doesn't really bother
the Clemson campus and has an current capital campaign that seen all over campus has- at least me. The construction will be over
. eventually."
appointment in Circuit Court on focuses specifically on the athletic one student in an uproar.
Construction is scheduled to
• department. The goal of Tiger Pride
"Yes, we. are going to like the
Mayl.
Rollins drives a 1994 maroon is to raise $30 million, much of that new stadium front, but why is it run through the summer and
Pontiac Firebird with SC. license going to future stadium renova- that the commuters always suffer should be over by the beginning of
when construction is being done?" fall classes, reported one constructag 695JKE Anyone who sees him tions.
on campus' should notify the
The athletic department has not asked Carrie Schumpert, a junior tion worker.
Clemson Police at 656-2222.
yet released an official statement, majoring in nursing. "Commuters
BRIAN LEONARD/siafi
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Jacks' email to Williams
explained the reason behind the
forum and why it occurred at the
time it did. The last paragraph of
Jacks' email stated, "I must say that
the language that you used towards
me is not appreciated and I continue
to say that our students are the
'cream of the crop' with every once
in awhile, one not appearing to be a
shining star. This communication
certainly puts you—at least for
today—in the latter category."
"When I got this email, I sent it to
Joy Smith," Jacks said. "I said something to the effect of 'I'm not real
sure this is appropriate language to
use for anybody' and the next thing
I knew they had taken this to judicial to Alesia Smith."
Williams received a letter from
Smith notifying him that he had
been charged with disorderly conduct.
"This letter is a formal notification that our office has received
information from the Student
Affairs Department alleging your
involvement in an incident that
occurred on Friday, March 17, 2000
when you sent the Vice President of
Student Affairs an inappropriate
email message," Smith said in the
letter.
"I can't think of any excuse of
where I would use that language
with anybody," Jacks said. "And I
can't understand why a student
would write that to me as a person...
that's a little bit disconcerting to me.
Somebody in authority should have
spoken to a student that would use
that language, because it is inappropriate."
Williams stated that he did not
feel the word "suck" was a form of
profanity.
"If I'm not allowed to write that
she sucks, then you can put that I
think that she sucks," Williams said.
"They can't charge me for what I
think."
Williams had originally sent his
letter to The Tiger and the letter had
been omitted from last week's edition at the request of Williams. He
stated that he feared that his wife,
Theresa Miller, who is an English
instructor at the University, could
be at risk to lose her job. Jacks, however, affirmed that her job would not
be in any kind of jeopardy due to
Williams' letter or if he talked to the
media about the situation.
In a separate incident occuring
on Tuesday, February 29, junior
Robert Webster, sophomore John
Heim, freshman Christopher
Craven and a student that requested
not to have his name printed
removed a bed from a friend's residence hall room and placed it on a
ledge near Benet Hall as a practical
joke. When they returned approximately five hours later to the scene,
they found that University police
had investigated the situation. The
four students confessed to Leon
McClinton, west campus housing
area coordinator, that they had
placed the bed on the ledge as a
practical joke. McClinton filled out
an incident report and the four students stated they thought they
would be charged with a housing
violation.
However, on Thursday March 30,
the four students received subpoenas for University judicial court.
Their charge: disorderly conduct, a
more . serious charge than - a
University, housing violation.
McClinton refused to comment on
the case, citing that it was a confidential matter.
"I was outraged," Webster said. "I
would agree I committed a housing
violation. I put something on a
ledge, which it says in the housing
contract not to do. Disorderly conduct says you have to be causing a
hazard to either yourself or someone else, I don't think I did that, or
disrupting the University, and I
don't think I did that either."
"I couldn't believe it," Craven said.
"I didn't know what they were trying to get us on, under the definition
[of disorderly conduct].
The four were found guilty of

disorderly conduct by a judicial
panel of six students on Monday,
April 3, and were sentenced to
admonition [verbal reprimand] and
censure [written reprimand].
"That was actually the worst
part of it," Webster said. "Because
the [student judicial] board would
not tell me why they were convicting me of disorderly conduct. I tried
to ask many different times in many
different ways. I wanted to know so
that for future actions I could evaluate what I was doing. They wouldn't
tell me why, they were like 'disorderly conduct has to be taken as a
whole and we vote on it as a whole."'
On page 131, section five of the
1999-2000 University Student
Handbook, disorderly conduct is
defined as:
(a) An action which is disorderly,
lewd, or indecent or grossly intoxicated condition.
(b) An action that creates hazardous conditions including, but
not limited to, actions such as dropping, throwing, or causing objects to
fall from windows, doors, ledges,
balconies, or roofs.
(c) An action which intentionally interferes with or disrupts normal University or University-sponsored activities including, but not
limited to, teaching, service,
research, or administration.
In the case of the four students
who placed the bed on the ledge, the
judicial board stated that their
action created a hazardous condition for themselves and other students. They also stated that the bed

could have been spotted by people
taking a tour of the University.
"It says 'no student shall take any
action which is 'disorderly' and how
can you put a definition in a definition?" said Craven. "That doesn't
work. The opportunity is there to
abuse power, and if they want to get
somebody on something, they can
get them."
"The way it's worded, someone
could be charged with disorderly
conduct for anything at all,"
Webster said. "They get on the bad
side of their RA, they get written up
for something that's really meaningless, they could be walking
down the street and get written up
for that and the board could go and
charge them with disorderly conduct."
"It reads to me like it's geared
toward kids being drunk and disorderly on campus," Williams said. "I
mean, what's next, you look at
someone cross-eyed and it's disorderly conduct?"
"We have gone through with our
legal counsel in Anderson," Jacks
said. "We go through a lot and we
always think it's better to put examples... we don't list everything. I
think we have a tendency that it's
better to leave it more vague
because if you try to list everything,
you're going to leave something out."
Smith stated that students could
be charged for disorderly conduct
for an action not specified as illegal
in the Student Handbook.
"Basically that's to give students
an idea of what it [disorderly con-
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duct] could be," Smith said. use obscene or profane language on
"Disorderly conduct is a general pol- any highway or at any public place
icy that we have and all students are or gathering or in hearing distance
responsible for accepting those reg- of any schoolhouse or church or (c)
ulations and state that they will while under the influence or feignabide in them when they become a ing to be under the influence of
student at Clemson."
intoxicating liquor, without just
Smith stated that students could cause or excuse, discharge any gun,
only appeal a guilty verdict of disor- pistol or other firearm while upon
derly conduct if they have been rec- or within 50 yards of any public
ommended for suspension and/or road or highway, except upon his
expulsion from the University or . own premises, shall be deemed
eviction from University housing. guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
She stated that any lesser penalty conviction shall be fined not more
could not be appealed.
than $100 or be imprisoned for not
"The only due process that's more than 30 days."
guaranteed to a student through the
"The University, like a lot of
courts is if they are separated from schools, has a lot of policies that are
the institution," Smith said.
different from state law," Saxon said.
Smith's statement, however, conSaxon stated that he was unsure
tradicts page 127, section seven of how he would have handled
the Student Handbook which states Williams' email had it been sent to
that students may appeal any judi- him.
cial decision. The four students
"I'm in a little bit of a different
found guilty this week were given ballgame as far as law enforcement
the opportunity to appeal.
goes," Saxon said. "We take a lot of
The disorderly conduct regula- words said [to University police offition of the University is different cers] and we shrug them off."
from the law used by University
Smith could not comment on the
police, according to University specific case involving Williams
Police Chief Lonnie Saxon. Saxon under the Family Rights of
stated that the University police Education Privacy Act. In order for
department uses the South Carolina her to legally talk abour the case,
legal definition of disorderly con- Williams would have to give writduct. The state Code of Laws, chap- ten consent.
ter 17, section 16-17-530 states:
"I think somebody has their
"Any person who shall (a) be wires
crossed
somewhere,"
found on any highway or at any Williams
said.
"Somewhere
public place or public gathering in a between Jacks and Smith the incigrossly intoxicated condition or dent was made worse than it was.
otherwise conducting himself in a This was obviously done by somedisorderly or boisterous manner, (b) body to show how powerful they
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Interracial dating holds benefits, problems for students
Ross

CHAMBLISS

U.Texas
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas Phuong Lien, a speech pathology
junior, remembers conducting a
survey among her high school classmates on interracial dating. She said
almost 80 percent said they didn't
believe in it.
"Then I asked my friends, 'What
about Lance and I?'" Lien said about
her high school boyfriend. "Because
I'm Asian and he's white, they didn't
consider he and I an interracial couple. It was seen as mostly a black
and white thing."
Despite some stereotypes, Lien
and Lance Sander, who is still her
boyfriend, are like many interracial
couples at the University who occasionally experience racial and cultural tensions.
Nationally, interracial marriage
is still seldom seen. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau in 1994, there
were nearly 1.3 million married
interracial couples. Although this
number seems small, it is four times
what the number was in 1970. No
specific studies have been performed at the University, but a 1997
USA Today/Gallup poll reported
that 57 percent of a group of 602
teenagers had gone out with someone of another race. This was a 40
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percent increase from 1980.
"Our University was always
more liberal than many others and
fought against prejudice UT students stood against it," said Bob
Fernea, professor of Middle Eastern
studies, who said he has seen interracial dating become more common at the University since the
1960s. "Dating between races wasn't
seen much then at UT; there's a lot
more of it now"
According to a study by The
Detroit News in 1997, the increase in
interracial dating can be attributed
to an increase in minority enrollment in public schools nationally.
In 1999, 7,040 freshmen were
admitted to the University. Of these
students, 286 were African American, a 43.7 percent increase
from the year before. In addition,
1,212 of the new freshmen were
Asian, a 7.4 percent increase, and
974 were Hispanic, up 9.3 percent
from 1998. Though the University
was the first major institution in the
South to admit nonwhite undergraduates beginning in 1955, segregation of UT dorms showed that
tensions over racial mixing
remained strong. Almetris Duren's
Overcoming: A History of Black
Integration at the University of
Texas at Austin recounts that in

1961,
the
then-segregated
Kinsolving Dormitory* "forbade
'negro men" from being in the
lounges of the white girls' dorms."
Vagdevi Meunier, outreach coordinator and a staff psychologist at
the UT career center, said the infrequency of interracial dating stems
from the lack of socializing
between different races and cultures.
"You have to first be around
other people of different races to
begin thinking about dating- them,"
she said.
Since the mid-1990s, there has
been a growing trend in interracial
dating services, including telephone
and Internet personal ads. Sites such
as "Opposites Attract" and "Ebony
and Ivory Together" encourage customers to embrace multi-cultural
relationships, lnterrace magazine, a
publication dedicated to multiracial couples and their families,
addresses issues such as the best
place for couples to live, dating anxieties and how to combat aggression
and stereotypes from others.
But Sander, an electrical engineering junior, said the separation of
different races at the University
remains a factor.
"We've got so much self-segregation at UT," Sander said. "Everyone's
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broken up into their respective
black, Hispanic, Asian and other
fraternities and sororities. UT is a
microcosm. You just naturally
immerse yourself in a group similar
to you."
Meunier said people receive
internalized beliefs about race relations when growing up.
"We all carry in us standards of
who our ideal mate is, and who we
should fall in love with," Meunier
said. "All of our values come from
racial and cultural upbringing,
where we learn unspoken standards, rules and ideals that we all
carry. And that can be a huge barrier in dating someone of another
race or culture."
"[My parents] thought I shouldn't
have a boyfriend at that age," said
Lien. "According to my mom's cultural values, you shouldn't have a
boyfriend until you graduate from
college. Even to this day, she refers to
him as 'my friend.' She won't say
'boyfriend.'"
Stephanie Newman, a communication studies senior who is
Anglo, and Edward Garcia, a government junior who is Hispanic,
have dated for almost five years.
"Since I've been with Eddie,
there's been an adaptation of culture," Newman said. "Though I've
always liked Hispanic culture, both
of us had to accommodate each
other in a way."
Garcia said they don't see their
relationship as anything different.
"For us, our racial differences
aren't an issue," Garcia said. "I've
never really looked at her as white. I
just looked past it."
Newman said she feels the children of interracial couples receive
more culture rather than experiencing a lack of identity.
"In the long term your children
get the best of both worlds," said
Newman. "They can move past our
differences."

RADIO

FROM PAGE 1
really exciting when you get to talk
with someone across the world!"
said Rostron.
Rostron noted that he has talked
with people in both Europe and
Asia using amateur radio. Prior to
the advent of the Internet, amateur
radio was frequently used for recreational long distance communications. Communication venues such
as chat rooms and email have since
pulled many of the hobby's less
technical enthusiast into other
areas.
"For the person just looking to
communicate with mom and dad,
it [amateur radio] is not as enticing
these days - especially with the
popularity of the Internet." said
Rudbeck.
. rYmateur radio users are required
by law to become licensed before
communicating via the airwaves,
which can be intimidating for nontechnical users. Since a majority of
the communications indust
it is necess

Tosha Longsworth, an AfricanAmerican theater sophomore who
is dating Alan Stock, a white former
UT student, said she believes many
people are scared to date people of
other races because they don't feel
their peers will approve of the relationship.
"I know guys in high school who
had crushes on me, but never pursued me because of the appearance
it would have to others," she said.
Longsworth said even her
boyfriend was apprehensive when
they began dating.
"Alan said to me, 'I never thought
I'd be dating a black girl,"' she said.
Once, according to Longsworth,
the couple was walking through a
mall holding hands and passed by a
group of African-American guys.
"Say girl! You're kidding yourself," one of them called out to
Longsworth.
Both Longsworth and Stock
laughed at the incident.
"Black men will tease her sometimes when we go out," Stock said.
"She gets weird looks and comments
- from them. But it's funny to me. It
can be nice to know other guys
notice my girlfriend and find her
attractive."
After meeting at a dorm party,
both found they had a lot in common. Longsworth said it wasn't
Stock's race that she found attractive.
Weeks
ago,
Stock
and
Longsworth needed the security
code to enter Stock's apartment
complex. After a woman refused to
tell Longsworth the code, she suspected it was because she was
black.Stock said since dating
Longsworth, he has gained new perspectives on racial prejudices.
"If you only hang out with people -of your own race," he said, "it's
hard for you to understand what it's
like for other races."

With over 15 licensed members this
year, the club has lobbied to receive
funds from the student activity fee.
CURAC plans to use the money to
purchase books and to pay for the
licensing exams.
That money would also go
toward maintaining their club
radio station. The club's radio
equipment, including a 180-foot
high antenna tower, is all located on
Kite Hill. On occasion, club members brave the 180-foot climb in
order to repair or upgrade their
equipment.
Besides communicating over the
radio. CURAC also provides other
services for its 'members.- Using
extra funds from last year's budget.
CURAC purchased electronic project kits. Members had an opportunity to build small electronic
devices like wireless microphones.
These projects taught students
skills that they were not necessarily
learning in class.
"We ordered project kits and
learned to solder. Yc
:ot of
theory in class, but you might not
be able- to sol.
t
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Irish Tunes

► Clandestine will be play
ing tonight in Anderson.
Calendar, page 8

[PARTY TIME]

MARDIGRAS
UPAC serves up New Orleans
tradition Tiger-style
hand out to everybody. I also
got a ton of beads without having to show any skin."
Other favorite spots that
Even though the official
March Gras has come and drew hordes of people included
gone,
students
still the jousting, boxing matches
received the chance to indulge and the psychic fair. Junior
in festivities at TigerGras 2000 Kerry Gibson said, "There were
this past week. The UPAC- so many people waiting in the
sponsored event drew numbers line at the psychic fair. They
of students to an assortment of had two different people that
activities in which everyone read the tarot cards and did
palm reading. It was an intercould find enjoyment.
UPAC
director
Julie esting experience, and I would
Walters-Steele said, "This year definitely do it again."
Senior Hayes Schardt also
we've supplied a large amount
of variety so the turnout has thought the psychic fair was an
been really good. It has been added bonus. She said, "I really
our biggest one up to date. We thought that the psychic hit
don't have exact numbers of the nail right on the head with
students that have come by, but several issues concerning my
we have made over 2,000 cot- personal life, but I would have
liked a longer reading. Perhaps
ton candies and snow cones."
President of UPAC Ben next year Tiger Gras can have
Walker also agreed that there them come more than just a
was a more substantial amount day."
The Tiger Gras celebration
of student involvement this
year. He said, "I think that we began three years ago" stemlearned last year that the ming from the former Spring
biggest crowd pleaser was the Festival that was held each
cotton candy and we also took year.
When funding for student
into consideration the students' input. This year, instead activities received a boost, the
of people passing through, they event was created to take place
were more likely to stay and during the spring.
Walters-Steele said that the
participate and get involved in
idea does come from the idea of
all the different aspects."
From inflatable games to the actual Mandi Gras festival
caricature drawings, the Union itself. "We wanted this event to
and the new Hendrix Center have a party atmosphere, but
had plenty of student partici- instead of Fat Tuesday, it's more
pants willing to take part in of Fat Tiger," she said.
UPAC members are responthe week's entertainment.
Senior Christina Collins sible for gathering the entersaid, "I had a lot of fun compet- tainment for the events that
ing in the inflatable obstacle occur during the week by netcourse, but I was in awe of the working with other schools,
caricature drawings that my brochures and any other perfiance and I had done. They sonal connections.
Vice President of UPAC,
looked so professional."
Some other popular events Amy Hamburger, said, "I have
during the week included a been overwhelmed with the
psychic fair, casino games, a amount of students that have
Henna tattoo artist, free food shown up this year. I see people
specials and live band perfor- across campus wearing their
mances
including • the beads and I know they have
ska/swing band Set' Em Up Joe. stopped by. Of course, I think
Junior Kelli Hardin said, "I that the free food has drawn a
thought it was cool that they lot of attention, too. It is just
made carnival food like the cool that we have received so
cotton candy and popcorn to much positive feedback."
KATIE SMOAK

interim asst. Time Out editor

SURPRISE: Space aliens invaded the campus last week in aflurry ojevil jesters.

"Watermark" proves that the rhythm isgoing to get you
RENEE RILEY

staff writer
Clemson's artistic community is
making a splash this coming week
with
its
performance
of
"Watermark." In honor of the
University's celebration of Arts in
April the Leah Stein Dance
Company of Philadelphia and
members of the Clemson community have come together to use the
natural backdrop of the Cooper
Library reflection pond for their
performance.

M IHIMUiUH..

m

dancers have taken a familiar site
that students pass by every day and
put it into a new and interesting
light. The purpose is to stretch the
minds of the audience and to awaken the senses through the combination of dance, sound and setting.
The environment that surrounds
the pool will contribute to the natural music that will float in and out
of the performance as the dancers
move in a strange pattern of yogalike motions that seem to almost
tell a story. Skateboarders drift in
between the dancers and company
to accent and excite the piece.

By incorporating the Clemson
community as well as a professional dance school, the result of the
piece is one of amateur talent
mixed with professional expression. The dancers volunteered their
free time to perform and practice
over the last week. Rehearsals
involve a lot of improv and natural
expression. They have made room
to let their individual personalities
shine through in the dance. The
dancers work in groups to learn
awareness of others through spatial
techniques. They practice under
the watchful eye of Leah Stein, who

is working alongside the dancers to
choreograph the piece. She incorporates elements of surprise and
playfulness into her work in order
to keep the dance interesting and
fun.
The dancers practice imaginative motions that help to develop
their improv skills. Something as
simple as clapping their hands was
worked in such a manner that it
looked as though they were working together to pass an object. They
made it seem heavy like a stone or
light and hard to hold onto like the
wind or a star. They roll around on

the ground and jump in the air
while at the same time not uttering
a single sound. It is the natural
sound of their hands and feet and
bodies that they rely on to accent
their movements.
The title piece "Watermark" that
is to be performed, while enhancing the natural environment, is
being done to "cultivate a sensitivity and awareness for the relationship between people and their surroundings," said Leah Stein, the
owner of the professional dance
SEE

MARK, PAGE 6
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Bob Jones University Deserves Our Respect
gious tolerance.
It is a common sight on Friday
Yet, as our many platitudes
nights: Clemson students,
attest, there are two sides to
eager to get across campus for
every coin, and a silver lining in
some weekend entertainment,
every cloud. As with all things
being stopped by students from
in life, it is not fair to dwell on
Bob Jones University. Many '
the negative aspects of Bob
Clemson students find being
Jones University without also
asked, "Are you saved?" to be
examining
intrusive and
its good
annoying, as
points.
well as an
Andrew Trapp
Therefore, I
impediment
staff writer
will take
towards their
this time to
weekend
point out a
entertainfew of
ment.
these good
Likewise,
qualities of Bob Jones University
lately there has been another
and its students.
common sight in the national
Bob Jones University is an
media: Bob Jones University in
institution founded upon conthe controversy following the
servative Christian ideals. Its
visit of presidential nominee
purpose has always been to
George W. Bush, being ridiculed
instruct young people in fundafor its practices and beliefs. The
mentalist beliefs. Whether or
school has come under heavy
not a person agrees with those
fire all across the country, parfundamentalist beliefs, it is
ticularly for its controversial
undeniable that the administrarule against interracial dating
tion at BJU has done everything
and for its perceived lack of reli-

\F PICK
IF THE

Modest Mouse
Building Something
OutojNothing
SubPop

Modest Mouse's most recent
album Building Something Out oj
Nothing has consistently charted
in WSBF's top 10 since it hit rotation. This is not surprising since
the group has made a huge name
for itself in the indie-rock world by
pumping out music that goes way
beyond originality. Building
Something Out of Nothing features
rarities, b-sides, and out of print
material and proceeds their major
label debut which is due out on
Epic in the spring. The album is
somewhat different from previous
releases not only because of the rereleased material it contains.

in its power to try to make its
institution embody these beliefs.
All of its much-criticized
restrictions—including the questionable interracial dating policy—are in place for a reason:
namely that BJU feels that such
restrictions are in the best interests of its students' spiritual
growth.
Just as the Army trains its
enrollees to become all that they
can be, and just as Catholic
monasteries impose restrictions
so their members can shun
material worries and become
closer to Christ, so too does Bob
Jones University strive to help
its students to have the strongest
religious formation possible.
In other words, the university
has a definite goal for its students in mind, and it does its
best to help its students achieve
this goal. This is something to be
commended, no matter what
opinion one might have of these
rules.
Furthermore, even its
It is mellow as a whole in the
sense that it doesn't feature nearly
as much wailing from Isaac Brock,
vocalist and guitarist. What the
chosen songs do feature is eccentric instrumentation as well as
poetic lyricism.
It provides a lot of emotion,
musically and lyrically. The
album starts off with the midpaced quirky beat of "Never
Ending Math Equation," which
eventually picks up, leading into
driving guitars and some of the
only screaming we get from Brock
on the album. The lyrics are crazy
in themselves and sometimes hard

strongest critics have to admit
that Bob Jones University and its
students truly do contribute to
the Greenville community in a
positive fashion. According to
the BJU website, over 40 percent
of the BJU student body actively
participates in community service projects, amounting to over
10,000 hours of service during
the past school year.
Such projects include Meals
on Wheels, blood drives for the
Georgia-Carolina Blood
Company, and helping with the
Greenville Special Olympics. It
definitely cannot be said that
Bob Jones University fails to
concern itself with those in need
around them.
I have talked with Bob Jones
students on several occasions
and, although I do not share
their religious views, I still find
them to be very friendly and
God-loving people in general. It
is impossible not to admire the
sincerity and love of Christ that
these people demonstrate in

coming to Clemson on Friday
nights. From their doctrinal
standpoint, those who have not
"accepted Jesus as their personal
Lord and Savior" are not saved,
and will go to hell.
Thus they feel compelled to
come bring the Gospel message
(as they understand it) to this
campus—not out of any selfrighteous pride, but rather out
of a sense of sincere Christian
concern towards the students of
Clemson.
The enthusiasm and zeal
exhibited here by these students
every weekend, as well as their
university's commitment to
defending its understanding of
the truth, are qualities which
every Christian can strive to
imitate. For this, Bob Jones
University deserves our respect,
not our jeers.
Andrew Trapp isafreshman
majoringin French & English.
Email comments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.

to figure out even when he's not
screaming, such as the wacky part
in which he chants, "The universe
works on a math equation that
never even ever really even is any
end."
Track three, "Broke," starts off
with a hazy melodic feel, that
gradually picks up as it goes on.
The song is honest as Brock busts
out lines such as, "Broke a promise
'cause my car broke down. Such a
classic excuse it should be bronze
by now."
The album comes to a close
with "Other People's Lives," which
provides a nice funky ending as

Brock explains how "Other people's lives seem more interesting
cuz they aint mine."
Building Something Out oj
Nothing provides a nice overview
of what Modest Mouse is all about.
The album doesn't give you the
full picture of the band, but that
would be hard to do since it has
taken indie-rock in all different
directions, while still maintaining
a recognizable sound.
The honesty combined with
the eccentricity is what makes its
sound hard to stay away from.
-Katie Hudson
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Here On Earth features stellar teen acting work
KATIE SMOAK

interim asst. Time Out editor
Despite the reluctance of viewing another sugarcoated and fabricated teenage love story, I was
pleasantly surprised at the outcome of the movie, Here on Earth.
Here on Earth stars up and ris-

ing teen heartthrob Chris Klein
(American Pie) and the very talented and intelligent actress
Leelee Sobieski (Eyes Wide Shut)
in a compelling and bittersweet
drama about friendship, love, finding one's self and, ultimately, loss.
The story begins when Kelley

(Klein), a rich prep school student,
goes on a joyride with some of his
fellow classmates and antagonizes
some of the locals. Sam (Sobieski)
is the small-town waitress who
catches Kelley's eye, much to the
dismay of her backwoods
boyfriend, Jasper (Josh Hartnett).

COMFORTING WORDS: Teenage hearthrobs do a swell job in Here on Earth.

The two begin to quarrel and end dictable and the climax comes late
up racing, causing the destruction in the movie, it works because of the
convincing feelings that the actors
of Sam's family's restaurant.
Although no one gets hurt, the seem to bring to their characters.
drivers must pay for the damage The actors also seem to convey a
they have created, and Kelley's new freshness that can't always be
money won't get him off the hook found on the big screen today. The
this time. Thus begins the subtle young actors also have a prominent
curiosity of Sam as she explores supporting cast including Annette
thoughts of living in a different O'Toole and Bruce Greenwood
(Double
o u
world
and
Jeopardy) porfinding her
HERE ON EARTH
traying the parvery
own
ents of Sam.
Prince
Some probCharming.
Company: 20th Century Fox
lems that seem
Instead
of
Rated: PG 13
to occur within
director Mark
Review: #£# ff# <£# «£#
the storyline
Piznarski
conducting
include
the
whereabouts of
the typical
love triangle and playing the . this town. Although Kelley is from
overused jealousy card, he relies on Boston, there is confusion concernthe acting talent of Sobieski to carry ing the demographics. Perhaps this
out dying in a respectful way. was the message that the director
Although the ending has been-fairly was trying to produce, considering
publicized in magazines and other the title of the movie.
The movie by no means is a
reviews, you find yourself praying
that maybe the magazines weren't blockbuster, and don't expect to
right. Perhaps Sam will survive and leave the theater without a few
get to live happily ever after with tears welling up inside. (Make sure
her one true love. The movie contin- to bring tissues).
However, the movie brings a
ues to draw the viewer in creating
an emotional attachment to not refreshing perspective to relationonly the character, Sam, but also to ships instead of the worn-out teen
hits that refuse to go below the surjerk-turned-jewel prep boy Kelley.
Although, the story line is pre- face.

Road to El Dorado takes a wrong turn on the way there
CLAY KRIESE

staff writer
Lately it's been fun to watch the
growing rivalry between Disney
and DreamWorks, an ugly fight of
old vs. new, evident during the last
two mudslinging Oscar campaigns (Shakespeare vs. Private
Ryan, Cider House vs. American
Beauty).
DreamWorks obviously understands that family-oriented animation is the quickest route to
being admired as the new king
magic-maker, but as it tries to
catch up in that respect, it should
•keep in mind that by imitating the
best, at best it can be only second
best.
Thus we have The Road to El
Dorado, the studio's second animated effort following the overacclaimed Prince of Egypt (largely
successful due to a certain JudeoChristian fan base in this country).
El Dorado proves to be just as
majestic animation wise, with a
beautiful blend of highly expressive hand-drawn characters across

crisp computer generated back- utes offered much promise, mov^ table tune by that King of Cheese,
grounds of lush rainforests and ing the story at a breakneck pace, Elton John (further proof that creimpressively detailed Mayan spiced with quick one-liners and ativity declines with age). As his
off-cuff antics, obviously inspired jovial voice flows, the two rapscalmonoliths.
lions and their often reluctant
But not all that glitters is gold. by Bob Hope and Bing Crosby.
Miguel and Tulio aren't instant- steed skip through jungle landMuch like Disney's disappointing
The 13th Warrior last year, El ly recognizable characters from marks, and (seemingly too easily)
Dorado had epic potential with a literature or pop culture, but their find themselves within the beautifabulous premise that could have wisecracking routines (first ful golden city, which is unfortuleft me with- something worth expressed in a debauched game of nately inhabited by natives. On the
loaded dice) bright side, though, the locals
remembering
merit imme- somehow also speak English and,
as I left the
THE ROAD TO EL DORADO
diate accep- in the tired old cliche, the bumtheater.
tance.
The bling scamps are mistaken for
I brought to
Company: DreamWorks
swindlers gods.
it the memory
With Cortez on his way to the
Rated: G
accidentally
of a similar
stumble city, I was expecting a final battle
setting in The
Review: *£#•£*«£#
aboard of grand proportions, maybe reenMysterious
Cortez's expe- acting the horrors of his genocidal
Cities oj Gold,
a cartoon series I watched as a dition vessel and are mistaken for conquest. But such a thrilling conflict was never realized. The only
child, which was far inferior in stowaways.
After a clumsy escape on a row- history lesson came from a game
animation quality, yet the story
was much more complex and cap- boat, they, along with a horse (res- of ancient Mayan basketball
tivating as a group of child explor- cued by Miguel who can't bear to (accurate down to the fatal price of
ers trekked through South watch anything die), arrive on the defeat). Our charlatan heroes once
American jungles and villages, in shore of the New World and decide again resort to cheating in order to
to greedily search for the fabled save their lives.
search of ancient relics and clues.
A scrawny shamanist becomes
El Dorado, on the other hand, city.
The plot hurries and then the true antagonist with his persisfails to realize that getting there is
most of the fun. The first 20 min- waits, appropriately to a forget- tent demands for human sacri-

fices, an imexplainable bloodlust
solely used to inject some muchneeded evil into the story mix. But
he does throw out some cool looking spells, and in the film's finest
moment, leads a massive stone
jaguar through a brilliantly animated action sequence.
There is some indication that
producer Jeffrey Katzenberg is
thankfully moving away from his
former wholesome days at Disney
studios. Though the colorful visual
style and God-awful song influences are apparent, we see a more
adult side unfolding in small
touches of implied cigar smoking,
cursing ("Holy Ship!" exclaims
Tulio), and sex provided by the
curvaceous Chel, the sexiest drawing since Jessica Rabbit with a
waist slip that is always threatening to flip up in the breeze.
All is in good (if not clean) fun,
as El Dorado doesn't pretend to be
anything more than a mindless
90-minute pleasure cruise.
Now if we could only get an
ending that isn't so happily ever
after for once.

New teenage melodrama doesn't have Whatever It Ta kes
SUZANNE JAMIR

interim senior staff writer
Whatever It Takes is another
movie about teenage melodrama
and chaos. The movie's saving
grace is not the moral behind the
story, but the humor of it all. The
movie embraces the ridiculous
extremes the story possesses and,
in fact, uses these extremes to
deliver the point, albeit cliche, that
we are all foolish and superficial.
Thanks to writer Mark Schwann,
the lines are sharp, and the scenes
flow smoothly.
Ryan (Shane West) is a dork on
a quest to win the heart of beautiful and popular Ashley Grant
(Jodi-Lyn O'Keefe). Ryan's neighbor, Maggie (Maria Sokoloff), is
battling her own loneliness, while
warding off Chris (James Franco),
a jock who wants her just because
she hates him. The movie opens
with Maggie asking Ryan to go to
the prom with her and ends with
Ryan begging her not to go with
Chris. The transitions from love to
hate, from dorkdom to popularity
are difficult to do. Yet, Whatever It
Takes does whatever it takes to
make these transitions plausible,

including wit and comic relief at wacky characters and happenings,
the highlights of the movie were
any cost.
Ryan's best friend, Floyd (Aaron the slow revelations of Ashley
Paul), is the movie's funniest char- Grant's flaws, from poor manners
acter. Floyd's father is a garbage to foot rashes. O'Keefe does an
truck driver, and drops Floyd off at incredibly believable job of playschool and parties in the garbage ing this slightly disturbed, extertruck. Yet Floyd isn't bothered at nally perfect girl. Indeed, her performance was
all by it
very similar to
and even
Kirsti Alley's in
yells
WHATEVER IT TAKES
Drop
Dead
"Thanks,
Gorgeous. While
Dad" every
Company: Columbia Pictures
Ashley
Grant
time. Floyd
Rated: PG 13
never completely
also envies
Review: «£##£#
falls apart, she
Virgil
comes very close
Doolittle, a
when
Ryan
legendary
dumps her. The movie never really
prankster at the high school.
Whatever It Takes has many owns up to the seriousness of her
wacky characters. Ryan's mother insecurities, so her tears are not as
does sex education presentations effective as they could have been.
The prom scene is the most
at his high school, and she uses a
seven foot tall porcelain penis to confusing and poorly done part of
demonstrate how to'put on a con- the movie. From accordion playing to the gym floor sliding back,
dom.
His father plays the accordion, the night wants to be more than it
and Ryan does as well. The high is. The looks between Maggie and
school security guard sneaks male Ryan are unrevealing and unnecstudents into the girls' locker essary. The opening of the gym
room-for a price. The gym teacher floor to reveal the pool underneath
tries to knock out the students is uncreative—It's a Wonderful Life
with baseballs. Despite all of the has already done it too well. The

reconciliation between Ryan and
Floyd is the only moment that resonates with any sincerity, even
though Floyd gets hauled off in
handcuffs for his prank. True mayhem ensues at the hotel, but both
Maggie and Ryan end up on their
respective balconies, and then just
on Maggie's balcony. The final
confrontation between the two of
them is too predictable and easy. I

WHflTEVERj B|TCH!

was more interested in Floyd's
final prank, which left the bust of
the high school's first principal
staring up at the sky. Whatever It
Takes is an entertaining movie, but
director David Raynr left a lot of
things undeveloped. The movie
has a lot of creative and entertaining moments, but ultimately none
of it ever goes anywhere. Humor
doesn't substitute for quality.

Frumpy teenage actresses don't save thisflick.
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Students realize talent is a matter of fiction
SUZANNE JAMIR

interim senior staff writer
Clemson is well known for its
science and engineering programs. However, many students
turn to nonmainstream activities
and humanities in order to
express themselves. The humanities are often overlooked, but lately the University has been making
a huge effort to embrace a wider
variety of atristic expressions.
This month the arts take center
stage with the annual Arts in
April celebration. Each year, art
programs show off student talent
and achievement. Such positive
attention is encouraging and
rewarding for the students and
faculty involved. This year
Clemson's creative writing program will be making its debut
with the New Fiction Showcase.

Brock Clarke, a member of the
creative writing faculty and the
coordinator of Arts in April is
responsible for the inception ot
the New Fiction Showcase, which
will feature seniors Katie Hudson,
Bryan Smith and professor Keith
Morris. Each of the four participants will read new (unpublished) work, making the showcase extremely unique.
"I feel very honored to be reading with two teachers who were so
influential in my writing."
remarked Katie Hudson.
In fact, this is the first time the
University has ever hosted a reading featuring its own undergraduate writing students. "Clemson
has great fiction writing students,
but we haven't yet had a forum for
student fiction." commented
Clarke. Forums, therefore, are vital

confidence boosters that encourage students to pursue avenues
and careers they otherwise may
have not. Various universities offer MFA
degrees in creative writing.
Currently Number 1 in the country, the University of Iowa was the
first university to offer such a program and now serves as a model
for the various other programs
offered across the country.
Unlike the University of Iowa,
Clemson only offers a minor in
creative writing. The core of the
creative writing sequence consists
of one semester of English 345
and two semesters of English 445.
Both of these classes utilize a
workshop setup to provide students with the opportunity to present their work and receive feedback from the class. The classes

usually range from 15 to 20 students. The small class size is very
beneficial to the workshop atmosphere allowing each student to
submit more work (3-4 stories)
during the course of the semester.
The most important aspect of
the fiction workshops, though, is
that it helps students overcome
fears concerning others judging
them through and by their work.
The fiction students learn that
what is written comes from" within. Once the work is on paper, it is
open to critique.
While this is the inaugural
year of the New Fiction Showcase,
it is going to be a permanent addition to Arts in April. The showcase will take place in Strode 206
on Thursday, April 13 from 5-7
p.m. Come and celebrate the art of
writing.
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Doors Open at 6:00 after the Spring Football Game
Volunteers provided by

KA, KE, nKA, EN
Tickets available at Manifest Disc & Tapes and on campus
llonday thru Friday, 9-4, at the StinleilI I 111 Oil & Scllllleter Dillillg Hall
Brought to you by:

EastCoast 'Concerts
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1
school that is contributing to.the
work. It is "a call to reflection" to
take into consideration not only the
pool environment on that one day
but also to notice our surroundings
whether natural or artificial every
day. "Ideally when you walk past
that place again you'll see it differFROM PAGE

ently," said Dr. Karen Schiff, an
assistant professor in the interdisciplinary humanities and literature
English department. She is also the
woman responsible for bringing
this performance together.
Not only has this work cultivated awareness of surroundings, but
it has brought together people from
all majors to work together to put
on this piece. Students from all

majors and backgrounds will be
dancing in the piece, creating
sound, and just helping out in general. The site is being created and
constructed now right in the middle of everything.
"Watermark" will be performed
next week during the evenings of
April 11-12 at 5 p.m. It is free and
will be located by the reflection
pond of the Cooper Library.

Music
to groups such as this, how can
Radioactive not be a must have in
your CD collection?
-Rick Loveday

■.'I,

IK-

Hi
!■*

GET AN EDUCATION IN
SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

*

Weekend Excursion
Radioactive
Cool Records

rai ivieumny
$$$$

Your college education represents one of your most imporcareer decisions. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you may be eligible for different scholarship programs that can help pay
for that education.
But you'll learn something else, too: that Air Force
ROTC opens opportunities for you to take your college
degree higher, faster and further than you ever realized.
Imagine your status as an Air Force officer, and get an
education in opportunity - call

AIR FORCE

worn.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here
Contact Capt. Edward Iseman
at 865-656-3256
or eiseman@clemson.edu
http://business.clemson.edu/aerospac

Discount cigarette i JL
Highway 76 in Pendleton Across from Bi-Lo
& Beverages

DORAL
cartons

We Stock

$-i 0.99

Stop in and see our selection!

13

BASIC $
cartons

16

,49

CAMEL, WINSTON,
VANTAGE, SALEM
cartons
$

lo

.49
limit 5
cartons

TOM'S
Large Bag
Nacho Chips

COKE
(2-liter)

590 890
Evervdav LowJZrices

/>*>

BUD • COORS • MILLER

(Kegs Available)
ICEHOUSE 12-pack bottles $7.98
BUDWEISER 12-packs $6.98
PETE'S WICKED ALE 12-pack $8.99

^LOWEST GAS PRICESJN TOWN!!!^{
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Weekend Excursion is a talented up-and-coming band from
Greensboro, N.C.. In addition to
appearing with Edwin McCain at
WKSI-FM's "Big Hoo Ha" and at
Musicfest '99 in Charlotte, the
band also headlines at almost
every major venue in North
Carolina. To top off its list of
accomplishments, the band has
been featured on two episodes of
Dawson's Creek.
Relatively new to the music
scene, Weekend Excursion is on its
way to a great start. Its third CD,
Radioactive, only contains eight
tracks, but within the music is a
trace of the style of Edwin
McCain, Cravin' Melon ' and
Vertical. Horizon.
Weekend
Excursion mixes in a blend of
sound of its own, setting them
apart from the other groups.
The group formed as a result of
a high school experiment in 1995.
Five years and three albums later,
Weekend Excursion finally broke
into the ranks of regional-exposure. National exposure should be
right around the corner, following
closely on the heels of Vertical
Horizon.
In my opinion, the music is
very upbeat and should put you in
a good mood. The entire CD is
filled with foot-tapping, bodymoving beats. I would highly recommend this CD to my friends.
As for the comparisons to
Edwin McCain, Cravin' Melon and
Vertical Horizon, this group is not
yet in the same category, but is
nipping at the heels. Being linked

A Map of the World Soundtrack
Warner Bros,

«$$«

It's a pretty interesting task to
listen to a movie soundtrack without any notion of just what the
film is about. While cruising
through Pat Metheny's instrumental accompaniment to Scott
Elliott's A Map of the World, I
found it very easy to follow just
where the film was heading.
Metheny's acoustical guitar
work in the opening track immediately suggests a film that is
brooding and soothing. And this
feeling basically stays the same
throughout the broadly ranged
(the tunes last from twenty seconds to over six minutes), yet otherwise monotonous selections.
One thing is sure: Metheny has
given the soundtrack a personal
attention, which results in an easy
warmth. He feels connected to the
music, even though he never really
gets to experiment with his fusion
improvisation roots. Nonetheless,
he delivers many variations of the
same- basic foundation, which is
consistent but somewhat boring.
The orchestrations, Metheny's
guitar work and the overall sound
quality of the disc are all impeccable. This soundtrack for A Map of
the World is a fabulous listen. I've
found it ideal to" drift off to sleep,
with Metheny's swirling instrumentals. No, don't think that it puts
you to sleep ... you're just encouraged to travel into an unmapped
dreamland.
-Kevin Chalk

MARCH
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}5)lr\na: Da Saddest B***H
14) Black Rob: Life Story
13) Gerald Leuert: "G"
12) murderers: Iru Gotti Presents...
11) 3 Doors Down: The Better Life
10) The Bloodhound Gang: Hooray for Boobies
9) J a y - Z: Uol. 3 Life and Times ofS. Carter
8) D'Sy nc: Do Strings attached
7) S i s q o: Unleash the Dragon
6) Dr. Dre: Chronic2001
5) D m X: ...find Then There Was H
4) Ice Cube: War and Peace - Uol. 2
3) C o m m o n: Like Water for Chocolate
2) Romeo must Die: soundtrack
1) Drag-On: Opposite of h?0

I

www.clemson.edu/campus911

Kl—...—..Alt

Never
Walk
Alone!

In spite of the best made plans, sometimes we are alone.
Never walk alone again - Get Campus-911
Personal Security Alarm for Students.
~

Campus
CaU65(M$gf f
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What's
FRIDAY, APRIL 7
• Blue Dogs at the
Esso Club.
• Robbie Fulks at the
Handlebar. 9 p.m.
• Clandestine at
Corbett McGee's Irish
Pub, Anderson, S.C. 9
p.m.
• The Man Who Came
to Dinner at the
Greenville Little Theatre.
Showing April 7-22.
SUNDAY, APRIL 9
• Young America:

CLANDESTINE ACTIVITIES:

Treasures from the
Smithsonian American
Art Museum at the
Greenville County
Museum of Art. 2 p.m.
Showing April 9 - May 21.
• Vertical Horizon at
the 3 Rivers Music
Festival in Columbia, S.C.
TUESDAY. APRIL 11
• American Psycho
screening at Tillman Hall.
Showing 9 p.m.
• Flaming Lips and
Looper from Belle and
Sebastian at the 40 Watt

7,2000

TO UST EVENTS m THE
CALL 6564086

in Athens, Ga. 10 p.m.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
• Jump Little Children
atTillman Hall. 7 p.m.
• Michelle Malone at
The Handlebar.
FRIDAY, APRIL 14
• Captain Easy at
Backstreets.
• Grease at The
Oconee Community
Theatre. Showing April
14-16, 20-23.
• Hybrid at Esso Club
10:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 15
• Gran Torino at
Clemson Intramural Field.
6 p.m.
• Picasso at the Lapin
Agile at the Warehouse
Theatre. Showing April
15, 19-22, 27-29 at 8
p.m.

Fair and Hot Air Balloon
Festival. April 21-30. .
• Hybrid at Pizza
Bistro in Columbia 10:30
p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
• Apples in Stereo at
the 40 Watt in Athens.
10 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 20
• Hybrid at
Backstreets. 10:30 p.m.
FRIDAY. APRIL 21

TUESDAY, APRIL 25
• Frequency screening
at Tillman Auditorium.
Showing at 9 p.m.

• Anderson Spring

A traditional irish music group will be playing at Corbett McGee's Irish Pub in Anderson tonight

OR0SCOPE
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
I have a hard time attempting
to think of things that are less fun
than having the stomach flu. It's
a time when you realize that you
have muscles that you not only
forgot existed, but also forgot how
sore they can get from throwing
up. It's also a time that not only
do you begin to see the true purpose of Gatorade, but you also see
that the addition of stomach
acids changes its color. Check it
out.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Have you ever noticed that
things from Germany have an
innate coolness that cannot be
defined as anything other than
"German"? Quite often do I find
myself saying "relax, it's German"
to people when they have doubts
in (something I'm trying to show
them, sometimes when it's not
even German). It works.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
There has been an invasion
into the popular media in the last

few months that cannot go unnoticed, and its name is Moby. The
techno-vegan is just plain everywhere these days and shows no
sign of stopping. I just hope he
doesn't sell out, because selling
out is bad. It's OK though,
because he's German. OK, not
really.
Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
It's not necessarily a bad thing
to fall into a certain category of
taste sometimes. I used to think
that people who did as such were
merely pigeonholing themselves
and had no real grip on what they
did and didn't like. Then I read
my first William Gibson novel,
and I'm now proud to say that I'm
a cyberpunk forever! Long live
pigeonholing!
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
OK, so get this. After a long
and carefully thought-out period
of planning, I was able to pull off
the heist and carry the camcorder away from my parent's
house without them knowing.

Everything went perfectly. So
then I get to my friend's house,
only to find that we don't have a
place or the time to film anything. In fact, the only thing that
we did end up having in abundance is differing ideas as to how
to make this movie. So now the
camera goes back to my parents,
unused. That, in terms of classical literature, is what they call a
shame.

Resident Evil or one of its
sequels/clones, I always have to
sit through someone playing the
game for the first time. Here is a
little tip to all those who are ever
planning to play it. When you
shoot the zombies, they're not
really dead. Squish their heads. I
used to think it cute that it happened to anybody who's ever shot
their first cgi zombie, but it's been
starting to get on my nerves lately. Thank you.

produce children is just not in His
perfect plan. The sooner you realize this, the sooner you can get on
with your divinely ordained
career as a baby producer.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
As far as powdered substances
go, I think my drug of choice is
Tang. It's what the astronauts
snort.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
Remember that part in your
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
high
school free enterprise class
Sagittarius
(Nov.
22
Dec.
21)
Yeah, I got the mp3 of that
when
they gave you a hidden
My
long-standing
philosophy
track you made, and I thought it
taste
test
to prove to you that one
on
sequels
were
that
they
were
was really good (it was crap). I
cola
really
wasn't different than
never
as
good
as
the
original.
Of
also sent you an mp3 of one of the
the
other.
Everybody
in the class
course,
now
that
I'm
older
and
ones I made (I am the greatest
could
easily
tell
the
difference
wiser
(and
less
likely
to
fall
vicartist/executor of human expression to have ever lived), but it's tim to such cliches), I realize that between the major ones, but
not one of my best ones (but still the movie is never as good as the when it came down to the store
brands (which essentially are the
a thousand times greater than book.
major ones, but distributed
yours). Ah well, nobody's perfect
through the store), nobody could
Capricorn
(Dec.
22
-Jan.
19)
(me) I suppose (I suppose it's me).
tell. Despite all that, the teacher
There's
a
little
concept
I
think
Well, good luck on your future
still reached the textbook concluyou
need
to
become
aware
of.
k's
stuff (quit now) and perhaps one
sion that nobody could tell the
called
family
planning,
and
it
day we'll be making money for
difference between any of the
doesn't
have
to
involve
poisoning
this stuff (I will), eh?
your body with hormonal ■ sub- colas. Some things just get lost
stances in order to avoid having through the cracks sometimes.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
children. No my child, when Maybe there is such thing as a
So many ports, so little time.
entering the sanctity of marriage, free lunch.
it is important to realize that
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
-Stars read by Q.T. Itaro
Absolutely every time I rent doing away with your ability to
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Cool tempertures warmed by Tiger win
► Offense comes alive to
overcome Catamounts in
shootout.
ANDY PALAND

staff writer
Even with the temperatures
dropping into the 30s on Tuesday
night, the Tiger bats stayed warm
enough to defeat Western Carolina
11-7. The offense compiled 14 hits,
with nine Tigers having at least
one hit.
Western Carolina jumped
ahead 2-0 in the second inning.
Austin Smithwick reached first on
an overthrow by shortstop Jeff
Baker. Charlie Wands singled to
put runners at first and second.
Tracy Biggs followed with a single of his own that scored
Smithwick and moved Wands to
third. Wands was able to cross the
plate after a sacrifice fly off the bat
of Jeremy Hamrick.
Freshman Jarrod Schmidt got
things started in the bottom of the
second for the Tigers with a solo
home run over the left-center field
fence. It was his second homer of
the year.
The Tigers took the lead for
good in the bottom of the third by
scoring four runs. Casey Stone led
the inning off with a double and
scored after Ryan Hub added a

double of his own. Catcher Brian
Ellis then roped a triple that
scored Hub. Khalil Greene singled
to bring up Baker with runners on
the corners. Baker laced a double
into right-center field that enabled
Ellis and Greene to score.
The Tigers added another run
in the fourth on a sacrifice fly by
Patrick Boyd that scored Stone.
The Catamounts added two
runs in the fifth to close the gap to
6-4. The Tigers countered with a
double from Bradley LeCroy that
scored Mike Calitri who had singled earlier. Both teams added two
runs in the sixth inning..
"In the seventh Boyd plated
Henri Stanley with a fielder's
choice to second base. Stanley
reached base with a single.
The Tigers finished their scoring by adding one more run in the
eighth. Jeff Baker led. off the
inning with a double off the left
field wall. Baker then moved to
third on a past ball. Calitri then
singled to left to score Baker.
Kevin Lynn picked up the win
for the Tigers after pitching 3 1/3
innings of relief. Lynn came in for
starter Ryan Childs who yielded
five hits and two earned runs.
Lynn gave up six hits and three"
runs in his stint. Nick Glaser came
on to pitch in the ninth to end the
game.

The Tigers were paced offensively by Baker who finished the
night by going 4-5 with two RBIs.
Calitri and Schmidt had two hits
and two RBIs apiece.
The baseball team will look to
capitalize off its win when they
face NC State at Tiger Field.

<0

* l325 -$900
Mini-warehouses Available!

656-2150

I

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

Washers & Drye
* Camcorders
• Computers
• Stereos
CRs
• Beds
• TVs
JMotm OFEERtmsm—
Short Term? Student
Rates
#

Apartments....... 1 - 4 bedrooms

..2-3 bedrooms

-God

m ^Kk""Tar*11 |C m%

CLEMSON • SENECA • CENTRAL • PENDLETON

Houses.

The choice is yours.

MAKE THE GRADE with
m
.
. .
___

RENTALS & More
**Some are within walking ^+dfr
distance to campus**
\K $325 -$1200

The Tiger or Hell.

..

r\ciit s

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton
646-5705 or (800) 579-3702
MON-FRI

9-6 & SAT 10-5

Please call us for more details on
these spaces & all your Real Estate

1017

TIGER BLVD (IN RE/MAX) BUILDING
CLEMSON,

SC

654-1000
Paige G Lee, B.I.C.

Bobby Hopkins, Prop. Mgr.

mm A STU1Y BREAK?
PAINT WITH US AT

Paint-Your-Own Pottery

C0LLE0E SPECIAL
Saturday nights from 6-9 pm
paint for only $5 studio fee with college ID.
A savings of $13 off hourly rate!
(Pottery not included)

Great for clubs, sororities, and
dorm get-togethers!
WestEnd Market, 1 Augusta St.
*

Downtown Greenville (under Occasionally Blues)
298-0047

.fWHITI
JvAJD-KX JL
104 N.

CLEMSON AVE.
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

CAMPUS
APRIL
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HELFWAffliD
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. Free information. Call 202466-1639.
Groovy Dude! Get paid while you surf
the internet! It's that easy with no
gimmicks: www.groovydude.com
Wanted: Babysitter for 10-month-old.
Afternoon hours. Must be available
for summer. References required.
654-2042.

WANT TO MAKE EXTRA
MONEY BY WORKING ONLY
2 DAYS A WEEK? 1st shift
route positions, Saturday &
Sunday. $300.00 plus.
Qualifications are: *Must be a nonsmoker *Must have a good driving
record *Must have a good work
record *Must have strong communication skills. If interested, send
resume/letter: (864)224-4785 (fax)
cfs@carol.net (email). Cromer Food
Services, Inc. P.O. Box 1447
Anderson, SC 29622.
ROCKHOPPERS RESTAURANT
Now hiring servers, cooks, and hostesses with availability to work 1-2
lunch shifts as well as nights and
weekends. Apply in person between
2 and 5pm. 1310 Tiger Blvd.

COLLEGE LEADERS
Career with growth, stability, &
advancement. Seeking ambitious
individuals. PR skills a plus.
864-329-0093.
NEED EMPLOYMENT? CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY OUTDOOR LAB needs
student maintenance support starting immediately. Inside and outside
work. Flexible hours. Summer positions also available. Call Lamar
Arthur at 646-7502.
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. INFO 1-504-646-

1700 DEPT. SC-5158.
BEGINNING IN JUNE, PENDLETON
FAMILY NEEDS NANNY TuesdayFriday. DAYTIME ONLY/NO WEEKENDS to care for two children in the
home. Pleasant working environment
& flexibility. References & Reliable
Transportation a must. Call 6466768 Daytime Office Phone.

FT/PT
We're swamped & need help.
Seeking several motivated people to
train. 864-329-0090.
Free Aerobics for Babysitting!
Work one morning per week, 910:30am, Monday-Thursday.
Call 653-3488.
NEED EXPERIENCE (and money?)
Join a fast, fun, and growing company as your campus representative. Flexible hours, responsibilities
and competitive pay. No experience, just personality needed. Visit
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep
for more information and fill out an
online application.
NOTETAKER:Get smart(er) by getting
paid to take notes in class.
Varsity.com is now hiring notetakers
for more than fifty of next semester's
classes. Earn $8-$14/class. Apply
online @ www.versity.com.
Campus Coordinator Wanted:
National Marketing Firm is Seeking
Students To Help Support Marketing
Events On Campus. Must Be
Reliable. 4-6hrs./week@$12/hour.
800-797-5743.
Sardi's Den: Now hiring Cooks. Apply
within between 2 and 5 Mon.-Sat.

FOR
2 bdrm., 2 ba. condo. Walking distance to campus. W/D, furnished.
4@ $200 ea. Available Aug. 1st. Call
654-0099.

STILL AVAILABLE SOME STUDIO
APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR AT
MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON;
ALSO INDIVIDUAL & SPECIAL LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET, & PRIVATE. CALL DON (OLD MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483.
Spring & Summer Subleaser needed;
New Jefferson Commons Apartment,
Fully Furnished. Discount on Spring
Rent. Call Brooke@864-654-9943 or
803-327-9118.
House in Clemson: 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom. $1080/mo. 3 persons.
653-3512.
1__
House: 1/2 mile from campus.
3 bedroom/1 1/2 bath.
Washer/dryer hookup. Carport. Nice
yard.
Call Denise 654-0099.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE sublease wanted
2 spaces available reduced from
$240 to $200/mo. Call Dana 6538569 or dballen@clemson.edu.
2 or 3 bedroom, 2 bath Condo. Fully
furnished, washer+dryer, living room,
dining room, desks in each bedroom,
garage+storage room. Walk to campus. Call Mr. Simmons (864)2240593.
Female roommate needed.
2 bdrm/1 bth cottage with large loft
in a 9-acre wooden lot in Pendleton.
Fireplace, nice yard and wrap-around
deck. $250 + 1/2 utilities. Call
Chanika@646-7454.

Daniel Square: Still Available.
May or August lease. Call
Dave Woodard (w) 656-3233
or (h) 653-3608.
Roommate wanted. 2 bedroom
house. $325/mo. All utilities included. Call 972-8259.
Burton Properties
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Apartments for rent. 1 and 2 bedroom. Close to campus. Start at
$305 a mo. Call 653-7717.
Includes pool and tennis court. 6543444. After hours call 888-0220,
647-2268.
Furnished house on Lake Hartwell
with boat dock. 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
$700/mo. includes utilities. $800
security deposit No pets. References
required. Call 864-675-0580.
ROOMMATE WANTED
From May until August
3 bedroom, 3 1/2 bath townhouse,
pool on premesis, located 5 min.
from campus. Only other occupant
is owner, an MBA student. You will
occupy your own floor, bedroom,
and bathroom. $375/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. Serious inquiries only.
653-9966.
Female roommate needed for summer sublease for The Summit@Cross
Creek from May-August. Rent only
$266, utilities about $70/mo.
Please call Michelle@639-9618 for
more info.
2
bedroom,
2
full
bath.
$425.00/mo. Washer/dryer. Stone
Ridge Apartments. Call 653-7717.
Grab a foursome now! Be the first
for '00-'01 furnished 4Bdrm, 2Bath.
#223 University Terrace. Owner.
Greenville (864)244-7462, or email
to goodluck3@hotmail.com.
Room for Rent:
Looking for 1 roommate to share a 4
bed 2 bath house close to campus.
Lease starting ASAP or August. $250
plus utilities. If you move in duing
May or June, first month free rent.
Nice house with all amenities.
Please call Mike at (864) 6469327for information.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo.
Fully
furnished
including
washer/dryer, living room, dining

room, desks in each bedroom, storage in each bedroom with built-in
drawers. Fully renovated with new
carpets and ceiling fans. Beautiful
pool, picnic area, and volleyball
court. 2 tenants: $500/mo. ($250
each); 3 tenants: $575/mo. ($190
each); 4 tenants $165 each. Call Mr.
Simmons 864-224-0593.
__
Don't Wait! Daniel Square townhouse 2000-2001. Call Now! Greg
864-467-0987, email:
dsquare@parismountain.com

SUMMER

€

Lakes Hartwell and Keowee-Private
homes with boat docks. Available
NOW. Reserve NOW for vacation! Call
864-675-0580.

FORSALE ~~
Six-Year-Old 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house, two miles from campus on
College Drive. 1320 square feet, .54
acres of land. Central air, good condition, good neighborhood. Asking
$105,000. Call 864-489-6396.

MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Bass Guitar player for local
country band. Experience neccessary. If interested, call Brad or Brian
at 843-5729.
Lovell Systems, Inc.
Your local computer manufacture
and repair center. A complete line of
computer parts available for the
do-it-your-selfer. 2500 Gentry Mem.
Hwy. Pickens (Beside Hillcrest
Cemetary). 864-878-5667 or toll
free 1-888-500-1167.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS - SCOOTERS
Your Authorized SUNDIRO Dealer.
Now at KAWASAKI OF SENECA. Why
walk? Call 882-6787!

Fraternities *Sororities *
Clubs*
Student Groups
Student organizations earn $1,000$2,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com,
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
BE FLEXIBLE....SAVE SSS
Europe $199 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!
Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com
U-CAN-LOSE-WEIGHT
Yes YOU! Yes NOW!
100% natural & guaranteed
1-877-600-8327 or
www.u-can-lose-weight.com
International Co. needs 40 Serious
People to lose weight fast & keep it
off!! Safe, Natural, Guaranteed,
Proven Results. 1-888-820-3652
www.Web-for-Health.com

$$ 1,000 $$ Fundraiser
No effort. Big Money!!
No investment. Work with
your friends! Get a free t-shirt
too! Call Sue at
1-800-808-7442 ext. 104.
Model Search: Professional photo studio is seeking female modeling candidates age 18 to 30 with potential for
professional glamour work (magazine,
calendar/poster, commercial and live
product endorsements, etc.). Prior
experience not neccessary, but a professional attitude most definitely is.
For initial interview please call
(828)526-5802.

Interested in graduate school? Want to conduct research on pine trees, carpenter ants,
artificial knee joints, osteoporosis, melanoma, bald eagle feathers and water quality or
antilock breaking systems? How about trying to solve the rising cost of fuel by
developing alternative fuel technologies or conducting research on trail degradation in
parks and protected areas. Want to know more? Then join us at the
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH FORUM
(with Calhoun Honors Program participation)
Clemson House Lila Holmes Ballroom and Poole/Shankiin Room
Poster Presentations of Graduate and Honors Research Projects
April 13,2000
12 noon - 6:00 p.m.
Awards Ceremony at 5:30 p.m. to Recognize
Outstanding Teaching Assistants, 1999-2000
I w Outstanding Graduate Student Researchers, 1999-2000
Calhoun Honors Program Participants
Research Forum Poster Winners, 2000
RSVP by returning bottom portion to the Graduate School
Please RSVP by April 10th to
Dr. Frankie Felder
Associate Dean of the Graduate School
E-207 Martin Hall, Campus
Major/college

Your name:

Yes, I will visit the Research Forum on Thursday, April 13l , between 12 noon and
6:00 p.m. I will attend approximately at the time indicated below:
12 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p,m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.
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Win over Virginia uplifts women's tennis team
^-Lady Tigers inch closer to
abidintheNCAA
Tournament.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

interim assistant sport editor
The Clemson women's tennis
team, ranked 35 nationally, overcame injuries to two of its top players to defeat Virginia, ranked 55
nationally, 5-4 on Sunday afternoon at the Hoke Sloan Tennis
Center in Clemson. The win
improves the Tigers' record to 12-5
overall, 4-2 ACC
"It was unbelievable, absolutely
unbelievable," said Head Women's
Tennis Coach Nancy Harris. "I told
the girls that's exactly what its like
when you win a national championship. It's a team effort that won
that match."
The team overcame some
unusual circumstances to claim the
victory. Clemson sophomore
Carmina Giraldo, ranked 24
nationally was defeated by Amy
O'Donnell 3-0, retired at number
one singles because Giraldo injured
her shoulder the day before. At
number two singles, senior Cath
Galvin fell to Christie Schweer 6-2,
4-1, retired because of a bite on the
hand she received while playing
with a dog in the stands. The two
losses put the team down two
points to none after less than 30
minutes.
"It put the burden on the rest of
the team," said Harris. "They took a
negative and turned it into a positive. They learned that everyone
can make a difference and everyone
did make a difference."
Clemson freshman Renata Brito
defeated Henriette Williams, 6-3,61, at number three singles. Clemson
also earned points for wins at number four and six singles. Freshman
Laurence Jayet defeated Leslie Cook
at flight four, while sophomore
Anna Savitskaya took flight six
from Kelly Weaver, 6-3, 2-6, 7-5.
Virginia's Jen Tuchband earned a
win at flight five over junior
Christina Oldock 6-7,6-2,6-3.
In doubles action, Brito and Jayet
teamed up to beat Cook and
Schweer 8-3 at flight one. The
Cavaliers took an 8-5 win at number two doubles, where Christine
Kinn and O'Donnell defeated
Savitskaya and Oldock.
But freshman Ana Stiglic and
Clausen pulled out the victory over
tuchband and Weaver in an exciting, come-from-behind victory, 8-6,
in flight 3 to clinch the match for
the Lady Tigers.
"It was a really exciting college

tennis match and we were delighted to get the win," said Harris. "It
was significant because a loss
would have really hurt our chances
for a possible national invitation. I
was just real proud of them. They
all contributed from top to bottom."
Harris was still glowing from
the win days later.
"It was one of the best moments
I've experienced here at Clemson,
without a doubt," she said.
The team will now try to get
healthy as it prepares for postseason play in the ACC and possibly
the NCAA Tournaments. Harris
currently has nine injured players,
but the team continues to push forward.
"That shows how tough they
are," she said. "Now they just have to
really focus and not let anything
get in their way. And they will."
The men's team experienced an
up and down week. It began on a
positive note Saturday, when the
37th-ranked Tigers defeated Wake
Forest 5-3 at the Hoke Sloan Tennis
Center. Clemson swept the Demon
Deacons in doubles and won four
out of six singles matches in route
to the victory.
With Clemson leading 3-2 in
overall points, Luis Garcia defeated
Raul Munoz of Wake Forest in a
third set tie breaker to clinch the
victory for the Tigers. Josh Goffi,
Tomasz Boniecki, and Micah
Thompson also picked up singles
victories for Clemson. In doubles,
Clemson's llth-ranked team of
Goffi and Darren Knight defeated
Brett Mauro and Johan Hansen 8-4.
Also, the 30th-ranked Clemson
pair of Boniecki and Marko
Gojanovic defeated Raul Munoz
and Mike Murray of Wake Forest 86.
The team continued its roll
when it defeated 36th-ranked
Virginia 5-2 on Sunday night at the
Clemson Indoor Tennis Facility.
With the win, Clemson Head
Coach Chuck Kriese registered his
132nd career ACC win. That total
places Kriese in tie with former
University of North Carolina Head
Coach Don Skakle for total number
of career ACC wins.
Clemson swept the Cavaliers in
doubles and won four out of six singles matches. In singles 45thranked Boniecki, Brad Emendorfer,
Garcia, and Sandon Barth each
picked up wins for the Tigers.
Boniecki, while playing in the number-two position, defeated 39thranked Huntley Montgomery of
Virginia 6-0, 7-5. Boniecki is now
23-5 overall and 5-0 in the ACC.
In doubles, the llth-ranked
Clemson pair of Goffi and Knight

defeated 14th-ranked Montgomery
and Brian Vahaly of Virginia by a
score of 8-6. Also for Clemson,
Boniecki and Garcia defeated the
46th ranked Virginia duo of
Michael Croker and John Winter 98. The pair of Barth and Eric Cohn
also picked up a doubles victory for
the Tigers while playing in the
number-three position. Barth and
Cohn are now 14-4 overall and 5-0
in the ACC.
The team suffered a downer on
Tuesday when it narrowly lost to
arch-rival South Carolina, 4-3.
South Carolina improves its record
to 6-8 overall, while Clemson falls
to 14-13 this season. Clemson is
ranked 37 as a team according to
the latest ITA poll. The Gamecocks
are ranked 66 as a team.
The .wind played havoc in the
match, with gusts up -to 40 mph
according to weather instruments
at the the local airport. Rob
Steckley defeated'Josh Goffi at
number one singles 6-1, 3-6, 7-5 to
clinch the match.
Clemson won the doubles
points behind Goffi and Darren
Knight's 8-2 victory over Steckley
and Jerome Jefurdon at numberone doubles.
Clerrison took a 3-1 lead after
gaining victories at number-two
singles as Boniecki won over

Jourdon 6-3, 7-5, and Garcia
defeated Guillaume Legat 6-3, 6-2
at number-three singles. However,
the Gamecocks evened the match
3-3, as Seth Rose defeated
Emendorfer 6-3, 7-5 at numberfour singles and Juan Gamboa
defeated Barth 1-6,6-3,6-3 at number-five singles.
At
number-one
singles,
Steckley took a 4-1 lead in the final
set, but Goffi won the next five
games to take a 5-4 lead. However,
Steckley won the next two games
and won the third and final set 7-5
giving the Gamecocks the win, 43. Goffi is ranked 37 nationally in
singles, while Steckley is ranked
tied for 100 in the latest ITA poll.
"This was a great match," said
South Carolina Head Coach Kent
DeMars. "Clemson came ready to
play and we give Clemson a lot of
credit. We were down 3-1'and we
never gave up and kept plugging
away. In the last match (Steckley
vs. Goffi), Rob did a great job and
adjusted to the wind. He is a freshman, but he is used to pressure. He
has played in big matches before.
He is a big-match player."
The men's team will get back
into action on Saturday against
Duke and then Sunday against
North Carolina on its Tobacco
Road-trip. The women's team will

travel to Tallahassee to take on
Florida State on Sunday. Both
teams will be tuning up their talents heading into the ACC
Championships at the end of this
month.

Congrats
to the
Women's
Rugby
team-

# 1 in the
South

Good Luck
at the Sweet
16!
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College may be the answer ♦ ♦ ♦
No classes to attend » Enjoy a flexible schedule * Complete your
assignments via the world wide web at anytime, from anywhere.
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Afore than 24 courses that transfer to four-year, senior institutions inS.C Musi
have a transientform sent via e-mail orfax (843) 661-8041.
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Tuition ranges from $54,50 to $6$. 50 per semester hourfor in-state residents.

^Convenience
24 hours a day — seven days a week!
Cheek out this sample of classes that transfer to senior institutions!
ART 101, ENG 101, ENG 102, ENG 201, ENG 202, ENG 205, ENG 206, ENG 260,
HIS 101, HIS 102, HIS 201, HIS 202, PSC 201, PSY201, PSY 212, SPA 101, SPA
102, and more...

Apply for admission via the web (www*flo.tec.sc.us) by
April 14 and we will waive the $15 application fee..
For more information, e-mail or call either Whitakerg@fio,tec,.sc,us
(843-661-8261) or Younginerl@fto.tec.8C.us (843-661-8117).
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In the first meet of the indoor
season last December, Cutchin
wrote her name in the Clemson
record books as she set a new
school and track record with a
time of 1:12.96 in the 500-meter
dash. The previous record was
1:14.84.
She continued to make her
mark on the track team as she was
the top scorer for Clemson at the
indoor Clemson Invitational in
January. In addition to these
accomplishments, Cutchin also
achieved an honor that she never
has before-a provisional qualifi-.
-nation
for
the
National
Championships. After placing
fourth in the 400-meter dash at
the ACC Championships with a
time of 54.39, Cutchin became an
NCAA provisional qualifier for
the first time in her Clemson
career.
"In previous years, I had never
qualified, and this is the first year
I have come close," said Cutchin.
"Now I want to qualify [automatically] for nationals."
Should Cutchin become an
automatic NCAA qualifier during
the outdoor season, it would
undoubtedly be very pleasing,
but of little surprise, to her coach.
"She is very focused and trains
hard," said White. "Consequently,
she is running fast."
Her speed, however, has not

always been evident solely on the
track. Cutchin was originally a
member of her middle school
softball team. It was her sof tball
coach who persuaded her to give
track a try.
"She said I should run track
because of the way I ran the
bases," said Cutchin.
Cutchin's high school track
coach likely considered that a
home run of an idea. The Bayside
High School graduate was a twotime Virginia state champion in
1995 and 1996 in both the 200meter dash and 300-meter dash
indoors. She also helped to lead
the team to three consecutive
indoor and outdoor Eastern
Regional state championships.
Now she is leading her collegiate team as it ventures into the
outdoor season. The Lady Tigers
will compete in the ACC Outdoor
Championships in two weeks as
the defending ACC Champions.
Although the team is relatively
depleted due to many members
having red-shirted the season,
Cutchin has high hopes for the
team.
"I would like to see the team finish at least in the top four at the
ACC Championships,"
said
Cutchin. "We can do that."
Such confidence is a crucial
quality for both an athlete and a
team leader, and this year Cutchin
has proven to herself and to her
team that she can excel at both
positions.
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Nike terminates contract
► Athletic.wear company
ends terms with University
ojMinnesota.
TRAVIS REED

Minnesota Daily
(U-WIRE)
MINNEAPOLIS,
Minn—University of Minnesota
President Mark Yudof 's decision last
month to join the Worker Rights
Consortium might eventually lighten the University's pocketbook by
more than just the price of WRC
dues.
Last Thursday, Nike terminated
its contract with Brown University
after school officials tried to renegotiate their contract in accordance
with the WRC code of conduct, a set
of standards championed by students, sweatshop activists and organized labor groups nationwide.
In anticipation of this Friday's
founding WRC meeting, the move
has raised more than a few eyebrows at universities nationwide.
Nike officials say the WRC is
counterproductive because corporations are not allowed to sit at the
consortium's bargaining table, an
exclusion they say creates distrust
between all invested parties.
Simon Pestridge, Nike's labor
practices manager, says the corpora-

tion prefers their membership in the
Fair Labor Association, an alternative labor-monitoring group criticized by activists and organized
labor for catering too heavily to corporate interests.
"We've been involved with these
labor issues for a long time, and we
know how to make improvements
in the factories," Pestridge said.
"What you're saying with the WRC
is that we don't know how to do
that."
So far Brown, a founding WRC
member, is the only institution to
face repercussions because of their
involvement.
Pestridge said Nike will deal
with each university on a per contract basis.. But the University of
Minnesota, whose men's and
women's basketball and hockey
teams and football team all sport
uniforms bearing the company's
trademark swoosh, could find itself
in the same precarious position
once the WRC is fully established.
At issue, in part, is the structure
of each individual contract.
Brown University was in the second year of a three-year deal that
provided equipment to their men's
hockey team at wholesale prices.
. In interviews on Tuesday,
University General Counsel Mark
Rotenberg said he needs to review

each team's specific Nike deal before
evaluating
the
University's
prospects of experiencing similar
difficulties with the Oregon-based
apparel giant.
"(The contract) is not a charity,"
Rotenberg said. "I think the relationship with Nike has been useful to
Nike and the University, and I have
no reason to believe it shouldn't
continue that way."
If the University's sideline contracts are terminated, it might
endanger the Nike trademark
agreement that brought in $10,000
last year and made Nike one of the
University's top 25 revenue-generating licensees.
But some activists say the contract termination is nothing more
than a glorified scare tactic to leave
conflict at the table as WRC representatives and officials sit down to
structure the organization. The
wave of WRC support has trumped
FLA new membership of late, and
many activists say the WRC could
ultimately threaten FLA legitimacy.
"Nike is just trying to scare the
schools because they're afraid the
WRC is going to be effective," said
Rana Kasich, member of the
University Licensee Labor Practices
Task Force. "They can't take away
the contracts of every single WRC
school."

mazing What
A Dorm Room
Will Hold...
Now how are you going to get it all home?
Clothes, books, computer, sound system, Iv, sports equipment — there's no way you're going to get even naif of it on
a plane or in a friend's car. But Pak Mail can get it wherever
you're going — fast.
We'll pack it, box it, seal it, tape it, tie it, ship it, or overnight
it.ot. whatever you need to get it there on time and
in one piece. And...we'll save
you all the hassle!
T*J!LlCJV\/k\\.
CENTERS OF AMERICA

FREE PICKUP SERVICE AT YOUR
DORM
We can also ship furniture, etc. too large for
UPS. Please call for pickup appointment.

PAK MAIL
1475 Pearman Dairy Rd.
Anderson, SC 29625

CALL 225-8840

Thursday, April 13th @ Tillman Hall
All Ages Show Doors @ 7pm

Tix Available NOW @ Manifest Discs &
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Danielle HOWfe & I

Tapes & Online @ www.etix.com
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Tix Info: #864.232.1623
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WWW.JUMPLITTLECHILDREN.COM
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FURMAN FROM BACK PAGE
with good pitching. We are going
to have to be very aggressive with
our swings. They are a blue-collar,
hardworking team."
The first pitch is scheduled for
7:15 on Friday, 7 p.m. on Saturday
and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
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Clemson's defense slammed by its own offense

► Strong spring effort slips
in scrimmage.
Louis GARMENDIA

sports editor
The offensive explosion in
Saturday's football scrimmage left

one victim: the Clemson defense.
Despite shutting down the running
game and putting pressure on the
Tiger quarterbacks, the defense suffered from penalties, big plays and a
lack of turnovers.
"We've had consistent effort
defensively throughout the spring,
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but I'm disappointed in the overall
defensive effort today," said defensive coordinator Reggie Herring.
"But for the most part, they've been
very good. Somebody's gotta lose
when you go up against each other
and today the offense got the best
part of it."
Chad Speck and Charles Hafley
had eight tackles a piece to lead the
defense. Robert Carswell and
Rodney Thomas each added seven
tackles. The highlight of the day for
the defense was senior Freddie
James' safety on Willie Simmons.
Paul White and Braxton K.
Williams each collected two tackles for a loss.
But the secondary struggled.
Playing without starter Alex
Ardley, who was injured but
returned to practice this week, the
group gave up many big plays off of
quick slants and deep jump balls
thrown by Simmons and Woodrow
Dantzler.
'We gave up way too many deep
balls and big plays," said defensive
coordinator Reggie Herring. "That's
not what we're about."
Penalties were the pet peeve for
Bowden. He said the starting defensive unit was flagged four times for
offsides.
"The first thing you learn how to
do is line up and the defense couldn't even line up," he said.
Adding to the misery was a
number of penalties that cost the
defense. Brian Mance, who is the
frontrunner to replace Dextra Polite
at the open starting cornerback
position, made what looked to be a
great interception on Rod Gardner
inside the red zone. But he was
flagged for interference and the
offense gained a first down and a
fresh start.
Another great play by Mance
was erased because of defensive
holding, and Gardner burned him
for the 96-yard touchdown pass. On
that play, however, it appeared that
Gardner pushed off and got away
with it.
"We have to learn how to play
man coverage without holding,"

said Bowden, who also questioned
the interference call on the 96-yard
touchdown. "It was a problem last
year and it looks like a problem this
year. We need to work on it."
The stellar offensive performance presented the defense with a
higher level of competition, but it
shouldn't prevent Herring from
effectively evaluating his team's
performance.
"We go by our body language,
how we react, how hard we're playing, are we doing our assignments,
are we executing are we playing as a
team," said Herring. "You can really
outsmart yourself in the spring. I
think you really have to go with
how your kids react, how they
improve their attitude, their technique.
"To look at an overall picture of
who won that day, you don't know
what your competition until the
fall. So there's no reason to try to figure things out right now."
The team kept the workouts in
perspective with humor on the
bench. After freshman cornerback
was beaten deep one coach told
him that they were "getting the"
Friday night out of him," to which
Herring stoically replied, "And
after practice we're going to run the
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday out of
you."
The injured Ardley responded to
one questionable interference call
with the playful chant of "Hang the
referee!" He later added "In a tree"
after another flag and stated that if
"that would have been Alex Ardley,
there would have been a big writeup.
The defense has one more week
of practice and two more scrimmages to get a better feel for each
other going into fall camp. The
squad returns eight starters and
once again looks to be one of the
team's strengths.
"We have a long way to go, we
always do in the spring," said
Herring. "This is a normal spring.
Hopefully we'll come back in the
next scrimmage and play better."
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APARTMENTS
CLEMSON, S.C.

Bring in this ad with
you and receive a free
gift just for viewing our
new model apartment!

FQ ■■ p

Limited Time Special
jjf

sparkling swimming pool
private tennis courts
professionally designed clubhouse
with giant TV, games, & refreshments
new putting green
private garden plots for Residents
new state-of-the-art fitness center

RENTING RATES
1 Bed

Application Fee
3 | :;

Hit a hole in one
on our new putting
green and receive
a free move-in fee!

2 Bed
2 Baths

3 Bed
2 Baths

*525 $625 $725

Come enjoy the good life at Hunter's Glen "The Place" to live in Clemson!

FIRIN' AWAY: Quarterback Woodrow Danzler rifles a pass during practice. The risingjunior threwfor over 300 yards in a scrimmage.
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from weekend with one win
► Top 10 Tar Heels take out
baseball team.
SEAN REARDON

staff writer

.

The Clemson baseball team
traveled to Chapel Hill where the
North Carolina Tar Heels took two
out of three in the series over the
weekend. It was North Carolina's
first series win over the Tigers since
the 1990 season.
Ryan Snare (6-1) pitched a great
game for the Tar Heels in game one
of the series, striking out seven and
allowing just two hits over 6 2/3
innings. North Carolina blew the
game open in the eighth inning

with a four-run burst. With the
score 2-0, Dan Moylan's double
knocked in Adam Greenberg, who
reached base after being hit by a
pitch. Matt McCay made the score
4-0 with his sacrifice bunt, scoring
Moylan. A pinch-hit single by Chris
Maples knocked in two more runs,
giving the Tar Heels a 6-0 lead.
Derrick DePriest finished the Tigers
off in the ninth by striking out
Jarrod Schmidt to end the game.
"Snare pitched a good game, and
I was disappointed in the fact that
we didn't do what we are capable of
doing with the bat," said Clemson
Head Coach Jack Leggett. "We had
a little bit of trouble on offense and
that cost us in that ballgame."

Scott Berney (7-1) got his first
loss of the season, allowing two
runs (one earned) on three hits in
seven innings.
Clemson's bats came alive in
game two of the series as the Tigers
rolled over North Carolina with a
10-2 win. Khalil Greene led the
Tigers in hitting, going 4-5 with six
RBIs. Greene's three-run double in
the fourth inning helped cap a fiverun fourth inning, giving Clemson
a 7-1 lead. Greene added two more
runs in the ninth with his third
double of the game. Jarrod Schmidt
(4-0) pitched sensationally for the
Tigers, giving up two unearned
runs and seven hits while striking
out five in tossing a complete game.

"Jarrod did a great job on the the fifth would finish the scoring
mound," said Leggett. "He went out at 5-2. Ryan Mottl (5-2) got the loss
there and pitched a complete game for the Tigers, who dropped to 24-6
and was aggressive. We played well overall (4-2 ACC). North Carolina
offensively behind him. We were a improves its record to 23-5 overall
lot more aggressive than on Friday, (4-5 ACC) with the win. "We
couldn't get anything going offenand 1 thought we played well."
North Carolina finished the sively," said Leggett. "We were in a
three game series with a 5-2 win situation where we had men on
over the Tigers on Sunday. Chris base and we just couldn't get a big
Elmore (3-0) got the win for the Tar hit."
It was a tough weekend on the
Heels, giving up two unearned runs
on three hits while striking out five. road for the Tigers, but Leggett feels
Greenberg and Moylan led off optimistic about his baseball team.
the bottom of the first with back- "We have to be more aggressive on
to'-back singles. After Greenberg offense and we've got to pick up
scored on a balk, Sean Farrell's sin- men on base," said Leggett. "We
gle scored Moylan, giving the Tar need to continue on pitching well
Heels a 2-0 lead. McCay's homer in and playing good defense."

Youngblood excels in Saturday's scrimmage
^Jacksonville native led all
receivers with six catches
for 142 yards.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

An emerging subplot from
Saturday's football scrimmage was
the play of redshirt freshman wide
receiver Kevin Youngblood, who led
all receivers with six catches for 142
yards and two touchdowns. The 6-4,
i 200-pound native of Jacksonville,
Fla., is vying to add big play potential to Head Coach Tommy
Bowden's pass-friendly offense.
"He was in the zone today catching," said Bowden. "That's a big target."
Although he caught a 50-yard
touchdown pass from Woodrow
Dantzler, Youngblood seemed to be
the favorite target of fellow redshirt
freshman Willie Simmons.
"He's going to be a great receiver,"
said Simmons. "I just tried to put
him in position to make plays and
he made them."
Youngblood participated mostly
with the second team in the featured "X" position for receivers. His
impressive effort was nothing new

to Bowden, but it has been his lack
of concentration that has prevented
Youngblood from moving up the
depth chart.
"Consistency has been his problem, which is the problem with all
young guys," said Bowden. "He's
gotta do it now on Monday and
Wednesday. He'll catch five and
drop six. That's been his problem,
but he didn't do it today."
"I haven't reached the top yet,"
conceded Youngblood. "I'm still
ready to learn."
Much of his learning has come
under rising senior Rod Gardner,
another Jacksonville
native.
Youngblood spent most of his freshman year getting pointers from the
veteran and they seemed to have
paid off. The touchdown pass from
Dantzler was the patented jump
ball that he often throws to Gardner,
and Youngblood made an adjustment on an underthrown ball to
snatch it away and then trot in for
the score.
"The redshirt gave me a whole
year to sit back, watch and learn
and be a student of the game," said
Youngblood. "All the veterans
showed me day by day what it
takes."

The possibility of having two
big-play receivers that are 6-4 is one ,
that Bowden craves.
"That's the perfect scenario you
like: an experienced senior with a
redshirt freshman behind him that
might have the same potential," he
said. "That's a good combination.
"You've also got guys like JJ.
McKelvey and Matt Bailey coming
along who are that size. That's good
in this offense."
Youngblood has a lot of competiton and a lot of improving to do if
he wants to crack the starting lineup. A total of 20 different receivers
caught passes on Saturday. An
improved offensive line and more
experienced running backs could
mean more running plays this season.
Bowden would not hold him
back just because he plays the "X"
position, though.
"If he is ever one of the top four
receivers, [he will start]," said
Bowden. "He's not now because of
consistency. We'll put our best four
on the field. If he was the third best
receiver, I wouldn't put him behind
Gardner, I'd put him on the field.
That's not the case now. I hope it's
the case later on."

DAVID KALK/senior s...

GOTCHA: Wide receiver Kevin Youngblood will look to make catches in
gamesfor the football team this season.
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Clemson's young team climbing up the ranks
► Head Coach Lueck
expects rowing team to
crack the top 10 soon.
ALAN BROWNE

staff writer
A week after dominating the
Clemson Invitational, in which the
Clemson women's rowing team
won four of six races on Lake
Hartwell, the Tigers headed west to
strut their stuff against some of the
top crew teams in the country. The
rowing team was in San Diego,
Calif, last weekend competing in
the San Diego Crew Classic on
Mission Bay and going head to
head with the big boys. Competing
at the San Diego Crew Classic were
number four Washington, number
three' California-Berkeley, number
nine Wisconsin, 17th-ranked
Oregon State, and eighth-ranked
Michigan State. Also there were
Virginia and Washington State,
both of whom are ranked in the
top 20.
"Every team here is ranked in
the top 20 in the nation except for

Clemson and Duke, so it was a high
level of competition," said Head
Coach Susie Lueck.
For the Jessop-Whittier Cup,
the Tigers' Varsity 8 with coxswain
came in sixth place with a time of
7:09.98. The race was won by
fourth-ranked Washington who
had a time of 6:43.6. Third-ranked
Cal-Berkeley finished six seconds
behind the Huskies, while ninthranked Wisconsin rounded out the
top three. Clemson's Second
Varsity 8 with coxswain rowed its
way to a third place finish with a
time of 7:19.75, Washington State
came in second place, beating the
Tigers by just three feet. The
University of Virginia won the heat
with a time of 7:02.28. The
Clemson shell was victorious over
Michigan State, Orange Coast
Community
College
and
California-Davis.
Lueck stated, "It was very exciting to race against some of the top
teams in the country. We showed
today that Clemson is an up-andcoming program. It was exciting to

see that Clemson was so competitive against teams that have the full
amount of scholarships, when the
Tigers have none."
On Sunday, the Clemson Varsity
8 with coxswain competed in the
petite final. The Tigers rowed well,
and came in fourth place with a
time of 7:00.4, just eight seconds
behind Oregon State, who won the
race with a time of 6:52.3. It was a
close race as, only eight seconds
separated the fifth place team from
the first place team. San Diego State
was right behind Clemson with a
time of 7:00.8.
The Tigers just missed beating
eighth-ranked Michigan State as
the Spartans beat the Tigers by
three seconds for third place. The
Duke Blue Devils brought up the
rear.
The Second Varsity 8 race was
even closer to call than the Varsity
8. The race was even for the most
part as California won the Second
Varsity 8 with coxswain with a
time of 6:56.3, beating Wisconsin
by one second. San Diego State was

third, followed by Michigan State
Clemson finished fifth with a time
of 7:01.5, beating Texas by one second. Only six seconds separated
the first place team from the last
place team.
Overall, Lueck was pleased with
the way her team held its own
against some top-notch competition.
"We had great racing conditions, this was a great experience
for our team," said Lueck, who is in
her second year of coaching the
Clemson women's rowing team.
The Tigers are only in their second year of existence, while some
of the schools they raced have been
around for some 30 to 40 years.

With some persistence and being
consistent at practice, Lueck
believes the Tigers could soon be
ranked in the top 10, and soon beat
the Washingtons and Wisconsins.
The one thing Lueck believes the
Tigers could work on is their starts.
They seem to fall behind during
the first 500 meters of the race.
They then come on strong and
walk right through teams or hold
other teams off, but if they could
improve their starts, they could be
a scary team to race against.
The Tigers next race is Saturday
against Louisville in Clemson, but
since Louisville is a first year program, only the novice shells will
race, not the varsity shells.
—

Men take track invitational
(►

Womenfinish second
during successful meet at
Clemson on Saturday.

,

HEATHER WALKER

staff writer
It was an exciting and successful weekend for both the men's and
.women's track and field teams as
they hosted and competed in the
Clemson Invitational. The men's
team continued to dominate as it
»won the meet with 226 points, and
the Lady Tigers showed significant
improvement by scoring 179 points
to take home second place honors.
• According to Men's Head Track
and Field Coach Bob Pollock, his
team did exactly what was expected of it.
* "Our primary interest was winning the meet, and that is what we
accomplished," said Pollock.
Out of 19 events, the men's team
' took first place in 11 events. Shawn
Crawford continues to lead the
Tigers. The junior took first place in
^both the 100-meter dash and 200meter dash, recording times of
20.46 seconds and 10.56 respectively. His time in the 200 automatically qualified him for the NCAA
Outdoor Championships in the
event. Crawford was also a member
of the first place 4xl00-meter relay
.team, which also includes Charles

Allen, Ato Modibo and Otto Spain.
The team recorded a time of 40.56
to win the event.
Other top finishers for the
Tigers included Mike Connelly in
the 800-meter dash with a time of
1:51.26, and Jason Meany in the
5,000-meter run with a time of
14:45.18. The 110-meter hurdles
event was won by Sultan Tucker
with a time of 14.09, while first
place in the 400-meter hurdles was
secured by Fred Sharpe in 51.23.
The Tigers continued to take
down the competition in the field •
events. Doug Ameigh won the high
jump with a mark of 71/4, and Ben
Hess won the pole vault at a mark
of 16-4 3/4. In the long jump, Kai
Maull took first place at 23-6, and
Bryan Williams won the triple
jump at 50-10 1/4. According to
Pollock, Williams's mark places
him third on Clemson's all-time
list in the triple jump.
"It was a good, solid performance by all," said Pollock. "We did
what was necessary to win the
meet. The key factors from the
meet were winning 11 of 19 events
and getting NCAA qualifiers."
Despite the fact that the Lady
Tigers had half as many athletes
competing at the meet as most
other teams, their results were
impressive as they took first in five
of 19 events.

"I felt like I was at the Alamo,"
said Women's Head Track and
Field Coach Ralph White. "We just
did not have the numbers. But we
had a very good meet with a lot of
personal records and lifetime
bests."
KeKe Elder, last week's ACC
Performer of the Week, won the
100-meter hurdles with a time of
13.72, and Nyjla Littlejohn took
first in the 400 hurdles with a time
of 1:00.77. In the 5,000, Beth Ahern
ran l/:46.25 to win the event.
"I was really pleased with the,
hurdlers," said White. "They have
made a lot of progress."
The Lady Tigers were just as
strong in the field events. At a mark
of 18-8 1/2, Sheri Smith won the
long jump, while the javelin was
won by Kammie Blount with a
throw of 151-4.
This weekend both coaches
hope to see continued success from
their teams as they travel to
C :
Durham, N.C. for the Duke
Invitational. According to Pollock,
the NCAA Championships at the
end of May will also take place at
Duke.
"We will be able to review and
familiarize ourselves with the facilDAVID KALKftenior stall
ity before the championships," said
Pollock. "We just hope to continue AIM HIGH: Clemson's Kaui Maull stretches out during the longjump
competition in the Clemson Invitational on Saturday.
to progress and move forward."

f

Gambling officials have trouble making)uir calls
Arecent study conducted by
the University of Michigan
found that five out of every
six NCAA Division I football and
basketball game officials gamble,
with some betting on college
sporting events.
According to the survey, 2.4
percent of the officials admitted to
being problem gamblers while 0.8
percent were rated as pathological
gamblers. Obviously the officials
did not just check a box stating
that they were either a problem or
pathological gambler, so it is
unclear as to how this was actually
determined.
The exact nature of the questions outlined in the survey were
not disclosed, but less than half of
the 1,462 officials receiving the letter responded. They must have
been scared. After all, if anybody
can influence the potential outcome of a game, it would have to be
the officials.
I used to feel sorry for officials.
Having a rowdy crowd yelling

obscenities at you because you extent to which the gambling has
made the tough call is stressful. But occurred does. The survey does not
now I have to wonder if some of address how much money these
the officials were more concerned officials wager. Betting a few dolwith the score than with doing lars or dinner at a restaurant is not
their job.
hard-core gambling, betting more
Two officials
money than
admitted that
you have is. If
point spreads
officials are
had influenced
Holli Armstrong not able to
their ability to
back up their
assistant sports
be fair, and 12
bets, then the
editor
officials knew
sport
will
of colleagues
ultimately
who had called
suffer at their
games differhands.
ently for gambling reasons.
The NCAA has taken the initiaThese statistics did not surprise tive to address the problem. FBI
me, but it is sad to know that offi- representatives will meet with all
cials are jeopardizing the integrity basketball officials in the fall, and
of the sports they are supposed to representatives are planning to
meet with the officials of the last
respectfully represent.
Gambling runs rampant on col- three Final Four games. I applaud
lege campuses and in the work the NCAA for taking action, but I
place. If you were asked if you have think utilizing the FBI is a bit
ever gambled, the answer would much. The NCAA needs to handle
probably be yes. The gambling its own problems, especially ones
itself does not bother me, but the that disgrace the organization. The

association does conduct background checks on all of its tournament officials. However, a line cannot be drawn come tourney time,
all officials should be held to the
same standards.
This news could not come at a
worse time. The U.S. Senate
Committee chaired by Sen. John
McCain is working toward amending the Olympic and Amateur
Sports Act of 1978. The amendment will make it unlawful to bet
on Olympic, college and high
school sports. Nevada is ground
zero for McCain, because it is the
only state that allows team sports
gambling. Attacking Nevada,
where gambling is strictly regulated, is not the answer.
McCain also wants to eradicate the publication of college
point spreads in all major newspapers. Point spreads will never
disappear. It is the basic law of
supply and demand. It is ludicrous to think that simple legislation can stop people from acquir-

ing point spreads, especially
when gambling is available over
the Internet.
This problem is not going to
disappear. People do not have to
travel far to gamble oh college
sports, and they definitely do not
have to go to Nevada. McCain and
the NCAA are wasting their
breath if they think they can solve
this problem with amendments
and background checks.
The NCAA recently renewed
CBS's rights to televise March
Madness and the Final Four for $6
billion over an 11 year period. The
NCAA turned right around and
asked for federal money to fund a
committee to investigate youth
gambling and illegal sports gambling. Just another useless attempt
to fix a growing problem.
Holli Armstrong is a sophomore
majoring in biological sciences
E-mail comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Baseball: vs. NC State, Friday;, 7:15 p.m.

Baseball: vs. NC State,.. Friday, 7:1.5 p,,m.
Baseball: vs. Georgia, Tuesday, 7.15 p.m . .
Baseball; vs. South' Carolina, Wednesday, 7:15 p.m
Women's Rowing: vs. Louisville, Saturday. All day

Cats Mounted
► Baseball team takes out
Western Carolina.
Page 13

Tigers pass over Paladins Dantzler in the lead
for quarterback spot

► Baseball team puts
together two-game win
streak after tough week.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

interim assistant sport editor
Seventh-ranked Clemson held
off Southern Conference rival
Furman 3-2 at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium Wednesday to improve to
26-6 on the season, while the
Paladins fell to 13-18-1.
The win was the Tigers 24th
straight over the Paladins who"
have won seven of their last eight
games,
"I thought we pitched better
tonight, and defensively we got
better during the course of the
evening," said Head Coach Jack
Leggett. "The pitchers did a nice
job, we just didn't have any great
hitting stars on the evening. We
have got to get our hitting together,
and that will make us feel better."
Clemson scored all three of its
runs in the third inning. Michael
Johnson extended his hitting
streak to 11 games, and in the
process led all Tigers with two hits
and two RBIs. Khalil Greene who
has been the Tigers most consistent hitter contributed three hits,
scored a run and drove in a run.
Catcher Steve Pyzik got things
started for the Tigers on a single to
right field. Casey Stone grounded
to short and Pyzik advanced to second. With two out, Henri Stanley
singled to left moving Stone to second. Stone went on to score the
Tigers first run off a Greene hit.
Stanley and Greene went on to
score to close out the inning.
"We did put the ball in play a little better, said Leggett. "Greene has
been our most consistent offensive
player."
Three Tiger pitchers held
Furman to just one earned run.
Freshman right-hander Paul
Harrelson had his second career
start for the Tigers, but was
replaced in the sixth after allowing
a hit and walk.
Furman was led at the plate by
James Bright, who was two-for-five
on the night. Will Daugs scored a
. run for the Paladins, and picked up
their second run off a ground out
by Danny Rueckel to score Ryan
Richetti in the fourth. Chad
Bendinelli came in for Harrelson to
get the Tigers out of the sixth. Matt
Additon came in later and picked
up the save for the Tigers.
"Harrelson gave us a good effort
on the mound," said Leggett.
, "Additon did a nice job finishing
the game off."
Clemson did not do much better than the Paladins offensively,
but it was enough for the victory.
"We did not hit aggressively and
' that was our problem against
North Carolina," said Leggett. "We
got what we deserved, but we did
put the ball into play a little better
tonight."
The Tigers now have some
momentum after dropping three
, of four game last week. Leggett
feels the offense has improved and
will help the team against NC
State.
"We got eight hits tonight and
hit so many crisp outs," he said.
"Hopefully that will tie us into the
' weekend. Now we can concentrate
on NC State."

The team will next take on the
Wolfpack for a three-game set this
weekend. Though many fans are
already looking towards next
Tuesday's rematch with Georgia
and Wednesday's contest with
South Carolina, Leggett knows the

importance of focusing and not
overlooking NC State.
"NC State is a good baseball
team, a good hitting team," he said.
"They also are good defensive team

► Risingjuniorthrowsfor
over 300 yards and no interceptions.

running backs making runs."
The scrimmage featured possessions beginning from a variety of
SEE FURMAN, PAGE 16
positions including both 20-yard
lines and midfield. The only special
Louis GARMENDIA
teams involved was the field goal
, sports editor
kicking unit and the quarterbacks
The 2000 edition of the donned purple jerseys and were not
. Clemson football team had its first hit.
scrimmage of the spring last
Dantzler, who worked exclusiveSaturday in Death Valley. The start- ly with the first team, did a good job
ing quarterback position should see of avoiding any contact and conheated competition until the first ' nected on 10 of his first 12 passes.
game, but veteran Woody Dantzler • He hooked up with his favorite tarlooked like the incumbent by com- get, wide receiver Rod Gardner,
pleting 20-32 passes for 309 yards three times, including touchdown
and four touchdowns during the receptions of six and 93 yards. For :
142-play scrimmage.
the scrimmage, Dantzler led the
"If he keeps having days like offense to six touchdowns and
this, it will be hard to catch up with three field goals.
i
' him," said redshirt freshman Willie
"Woodrow looked like a quarterSimmons, who is also vying for the back who has taken snaps and
job.
played in this stadium," said
"I was just in there helping out," Bowden. "He was accurate and the
said Dantzler, who feels more com- receivers did a good job catching
fortable in his second spring with the ball."
Head Coach Tommy Bowden's
Despite playing in his first
offense.-"I had a great supporting scrimmage with a sprained ankle,
MV1D KALKfeenior staff
cast around me: receivers making Simmons had a solid performance..
SLIDING IN: First baseman Michael Johnson tries to catch a Paladin.
plays, linemen making blocks and He completed 12-29 passes for 165
yards and a touchdown. He also ran
in a core and led the offense to
[MOMENT OF REFLECTION]
another touchdown.
"There was no question when I
hurt it that I was going to come out
here anyway," said Simmons. "If I
could barely walk, I'd still be out
there."
Bernard Rambert led the deplete
ed running back corps with 15 car^
ries for 38 yards and two touch|
downs before getting banged up
and leaving the game. Travi^
Zachery and Chad Jamsin missed
the scrimmage because of injury:
and Terry Witherspoon went home,i
because of family obligations. None ic
of the absences are serious, according to Bowden.
The offensive performance
impressed many, including defensive coordinator Reggie Herring.
"I'm not going to take anything
away from the offense," said
Herring. "This is the best we've!
thrown the ball since I've been here
in six years."
The
healthy
competition:
between Simmons and Dantzler!
has not provided any extra motival
tion, according to both players.
"That's not a factor," said risingjunior Dantzler. "We're both jusfl
trying to get better."
"You can't think about it at fit
time like this when you have tc
FLYING BY: lashonda Cutchin (left) and Jerri Robinson race against each other
come out and perform," said
in practice.
Simmons, who is trying to increasl
his precision and comfort with tr|
offense. "The only thing you cjf
think about is executing tl
offense
and trying to get better. Yoj
athlete," said Head Women's Track team members were red shirted for
HEATHER WALKER
worry about that on your ovB
the
current
season,
which
has
and Field Coach Ralph White. "She
staff writer
time."
given Cutchin the perfect opportulmost as fast as the speed of just shows a tremendous amount nity to step up and become a sigNotes
light, Clemson women's track of leadership."
There were no turnovers Irorrt
nificant contributor to her team as
The
leadership
position
seems
I star LaShonda Cutchin was
an offense that showcased four d9
both
a
competitor
and
motivator.
thrust into the position of team to come as naturally to Cutchin as
ferent quarterbacks. Matt SchJI
"She has such a strong work
leader. She willingly accepted the passing competitors on the track.
was 10-16 for 127 yards and wal
ethic,"
said
White.
"It
pulls
every"It is fun to be the team leader,"
challenge. Now the junior sprinter
on Joe Bevers was 0-4 ... KickJ
one else on the team along and
from Virginia Beach, Va., is turning Cutchin said. "I just motivate and makes them work harder."
Tony Lazzara and Jamie Somalia
help the younger ones and pull
the heads of her coaches, teamcombined for field goals of 27, 32
Cutchin's achievements on the
mates and competitors as she has them along at practice and at track this year have proven that a
33 and 40 yards but missed a 291
suddenly, out of nowhere, become meets to make sure they are doing strong work ethic and intense
yard attempt and an extra pointjl
one of the driving forces of the what they are supposed to."
The team's next scrimmage willS
training
can
certainly
be
effective.
This time last year, Cutchin was
Lady Tigers' track and field team.
the annual Spring Game on Apa
SEE QUIET, PAGE 16
"She is turning into a heck of an a relatively quiet member of the
15 in Death Valley at 3 p.m.
team. But many of last year's active
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IT'S THE QUIET ONE

A newforce blows in from last year
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